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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to create e3value-based models for Search Engine Advertising
Marketing Method, Search Engine Optimization Marketing Method, Email Marketing Channel, and
Affiliate Marketing Channel. The above-mentioned channels and methods are based on the semiformal world. This world represents e3value-concepts of the various online marketing channels in a
semi-formal way. Economic sustainability is used in terms of automatically generating net value flow
sheets for every e3value-based model.
Another aim of this research was to create online marketing reports which correspond with the abovementioned channels and methods. An online marketing report is based on textual description of the
informal world. This world represents textual descriptions of the various marketing channels in an
informal way. These reports contain information in the form of business metrics about online
marketing channels and methods. These business metrics enable any organization to define, evaluate
and analyze its progress towards organizational goals. To achieve this goal, multiple marketing
variables about an online marketing channel/method are introduced.
Multi-channel online marketing was examined in the study. E3value-based model was created for
online marketing channels/methods, and net value flow sheets are automatically generated for each
model. Also an e3value-based model is created which combines all the above-mentioned online
marketing channels and methods into one e3value-based model. Besides, an online marketing report
was created and manually constructed for the multi-channel online marketing.
Furthermore, this thesis discussed the measures to be taken for modeling a new online marketing
channel in e3value. To do this, one need to have knowledge about the e3value ontology and there are
several important guidelines that need to be followed to understand and quickly be able to model a
new online marketing channel.
Finally, the Media Budget model was also examined in the study. The Media Budget model is an
empirical model and a graphical representation of the structure of enterprise profitability. Based on the
assessment of the results (manually constructing online marketing reports and automatically
generating net value flow sheet for online marketing channels and methods), we can make decision by
assigning an enterprise to one of the three parts (insufficient, max profit, and inefficient) of the Media
Budget model.
Keywords: Online Marketing, Search Engine Optimization, Search Engine Advertising, AdWords,
Email Marketing, Affiliate Marketing, E3value Ontology, The Media Budget Model, Online Marketing
Variables, Google Search Engine, Economic Sustainability, Multi-channel Online Marketing.
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1.

Introduction

This chapter introduces and discusses the topic of the master thesis. It starts with a short background
about the problem then research questions and approaches followed by research environment and
expected results. The purpose of the thesis is also elaborated and finally the outline of the thesis is
presented.

1.1

General Background

The topic and the context of this research cover value webs for various online marketing channels. A
value web is a concept which represents various enterprises and stakeholders that share different
interests. According Gordijn & Akkermans (2010) value webs consist of enterprises, who jointly offer
a complex product to the market. These enterprises share an e-business idea, which comprises the
offering of the value web to the market. To this end, we present the e3value approach: an approach to
explore innovative e-business ideas in a value web setting.
Before explaining the purposes of this research, we first discuss what online marketing
channels/methods are. An online marketing channel/method refers to the way in which products shift
from the manufacturer to the distributor, and from the distributor to the end user, by using the Internet
as a marketing strategy. Examples of these channels and methods are: Email marketing, social media
marketing, affiliate marketing, video marketing, search engine advertising, and search engine
optimization.
This research has several purposes. The first purpose is to create online marketing reports for each
marketing channel/method. Online marketing reports are marketing reports coined by the author for
researching online marketing by means of online marketing Excel reports and online marketing
variables. An online marketing report represents an Excel report which contains online marketing
variables. These variables are related to the profit calculation for enterprises.
The second purpose is to research to what extent e3value can be used in order to “simulate” and
automatically compute online marketing variables from online marketing reports. Each variable within
a marketing report should possibly be reflected in an e3value model. The tool e3value will be used to
model relevant marketing channels/methods such as Email marketing, Affiliate marketing, SEA
marketing, and SEO marketing.
After having online marketing variables automatically computed and manually constructed using
e3value and online marketing reports we can then make decision based on the results of these
computations. We know that decision making can result in the selection of a course of action among
several alternative scenarios. These alternative scenarios correspond to the three parts (see below) of
the Media Budget model, which is an empirical model and a graphical representation of the structure
of enterprise profitability. The Media Budget model consists of three parts which are insufficient,
maximum profit, and inefficient (See Section 2.5). The third purpose of this research is thus to research
to what extent can we place a profit calculation of an enterprise in the Media Budget model. So by
decision making we assign an enterprise to one of the three parts of the Media Budget model. Next,
the textual versus model/based assessment of marketing channels is discussed.

1.2

Textual versus model-based assessment of marketing channels

Fig. 1 illustrates the “overall picture” of this research. The figure illustrates two paths which can be
followed to analyze online marketing channels from the perspective of automatically generated net
value flow sheets and manually constructed online marketing reports. Both paths lead to the Media
Budget model which is an empirical model and a graphical representation of the structure of enterprise
profitability. The two paths contain multiple elements which will be explained below.
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The first path is the textual / informal world. This world represents textual descriptions of the various
marketing channels in an informal way. This description is the first element in the context of this
research. Next, the second element will be discussed.
The second element represents an online marketing report. Based on the above-mentioned textual
descriptions, an online marketing report can be manually constructed. An online marketing report is a
working Excel sheet which presents a table of online marketing variables such as: marketing expenses,
sales revenue, profit, and investments for an enterprise. Within this sheet, formulas and mathematical
calculations (about the above-mentioned variables) can be manually constructed. The goal of an online
marketing report is to manually construct and calculate the profit of an enterprise. The online
marketing report also shows whether or not an enterprise has invested too much money in online
marketing. We now have discussed the first path which is the textual / informal world. Next, the
second path will be discussed.
The second path is the conceptual model / semi-formal world. Conceptual modeling is a way to think
about solutions of particular problems 1. Conceptual model represents concepts (entities) and
relationship between ideas in a problem domain. A problem domain is the application that needs to be
examined to solve a problem. The third element in the context of this research represents various
online marketing channels which consist of e3value graphical models (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2010).
The fourth element represents a net value flow sheet (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2010). After modeling
value webs, we can analyze them by automatically generating net value flow sheets. A net value flow
sheet represents (automatically generated) profit of an enterprise. In contrast, an online marketing
report represents (manually constructed) profit of an enterprise.
Next, the profit of an enterprise must be assessed and reflected in the Media Budget model (see
below). The assessment can be done only when an online marketing report has produced an outcome.
The judgment of the assessment, which then can be done, is: Whether the profit of an enterprise is
insufficient or inefficient (See Fig. 1).
Please note that an online marketing report is manually constructed, and a net value flow sheet is
automatically generated!

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_model Last Accessed, 26 May 2012
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Figure 1 – The overall picture of this research

Finally, the fifth element represents the Media Budget model. The Media Budget model is an
empirical model and a graphical representation. It estimates projected costs to market products and
services. The Media Budget model illustrates three parts about the above-mentioned estimations which
are: insufficient, optimum point, and inefficient. The characteristics of each above-mentioned part have
to do with the profit of an enterprise and its Avg. cost per order value which is the average amount of
money spent on marketing in order to end up with a sale. This Avg. cost per order, which is one of the
many online marketing variables that an online marketing report contain, should fall within the context
of one of the above-mentioned parts of the Media Budget model. Thus, the Media Budget model can
be erected on basis of online marketing reports.
So far, the author has discussed the paths and elements within those paths. Furthermore, the author has
discussed the purpose of the Media Budget model in the context of this research and its characteristics.
Next, the author will discuss the problem statement of this research.

1.3

Problem statement

As we now know both net value flow sheets and online marketing reports contain information about
the profit of an enterprise. We also know that an online marketing report contains all online marketing
variables that show whether the profit of an enterprise is significantly high. The question is whether it
is possible to simulate the calculations and results of these online marketing reports using e3valuebased models. In short, the problem statement is as follows:
To what extent can e3value contribute to analyzing the Media Budget model and to what extent
can the profit of a channel, represented by manually constructed online marketing reports, be
matched with the profit of a channel represented by e3value net value flow sheets which are
automatically generated?
9

1.4

Research question

The following research questions are important to increase our knowledge about the different stages of
online marketing and the Media Budget model. Every marketing channel has various online marketing
variables. There are many marketing variables which have to be considered. Our first question is:
1. What are the relevant online marketing variables for each channel? Also, how are
the calculations done for each marketing channel?
Next, one will create online marketing reports manually. Each marketing report results in a certain
profit. This marketing report represents total expenses, total investment, and revenue of an enterprise.
The curve in Media Budget model represents this profit. Please note that dealing with the optimum
point in the Media Budget is out of the scope of this research!
The next stage is related to e3value and online marketing variables. One must first know what is the
e3value ontology is and what are its characteristics. Our second question is:
2. What is the e3value ontology and what are the characteristics of the e3value
ontology?
Next, one wants to research to what extent can we use e3value to work with all relevant online
marketing variable data and to produce the profitability numbers? Besides, to what extent can net
value flow sheet generate these online marketing variables? At this stage, modeling (e3value-based)
each marketing channel is required. Furthermore, each model must contain formulas which will
simulate the marketing variables from online marketing reports.
At this stage, one must model each marketing channel in e3value. At the end, all relevant marketing
channels must be modeled within e3value along with their online marketing variables. To do this, one
must simulate each marketing report into an e3value model. Our third question is:
3. To what extent can e3value be used in order to “simulate” and automatically
compute online marketing variables from marketing reports?
At this stage all possible e3value-based marketing channels are modeled. Also, all online marketing
variables for each online marketing channel are known. Next, one must investigate to what extent can
we bundle all marketing channels (Affiliate marketing, Email marketing, SEO, and SEA) into one
e3value model. Moreover, one must research which e3value-based actors and online marketing
variables may be left out of the e3value model, in order to achieve the best results for automatically
generating net value flow sheets. Our fourth question is:
4. To what extent can all e3value-based models of online marketing channels and
methods (Affiliate marketing, Email marketing, SEO, and SEA) be bundled into one
conveniently working e3value model, and which e3value-based actors and online
marketing variables may be left out of the model, in order to achieve the best results
for automatically generating net value flow sheets?
So far, we possibly have one e3value-based model which represents all online marketing channels
together with their online marketing variables. Next, one must investigate what measures are to take
for modeling an online marketing channel in e3value. Our fifth and last question is:
5. How to create a new online marketing channel in e3 value and automatically
generating net value flow sheets for that channel?
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Next, the author will highlight the research approach for the above-mentioned research questions.
With research approach we mean, which methods will the author use to answer the research questions,
and in what form will the outcome be represented of such a question.

1.5

Research approach

In this research several research methods has been used such as: literature study, case study, interviews
and exploring real-life cases. Table 1 illustrates the research questions, methods and result.
Research Questions
1. What are the relevant online marketing variables
for each channel? Also, how are the calculations
done for each marketing channel?
2. What is the e3value ontology and what are the
characteristics of the e3value ontology?
3. To what extent can e3value be used in order to
“simulate” and automatically compute online
marketing variables from marketing reports?
4. To what extent can all e3value-based models of
online marketing channels and methods (Affiliate
marketing, Email marketing, SEO, and SEA) be
bundled into one conveniently working e3value
model, and which e3value-based actors and online
marketing variables may be left out of the e3value
model, in order to achieve the best results for
automatically generating net value flow sheets?
5. How to create a new online marketing channel in
e3value and automatically generating net value
flow sheets for that channel?

Method
Literature study,
interview, case
study,
evaluation and
modeling
Literature study,
evaluation and
modeling
Literature study,
interview, case
study,
evaluation and
modeling
Literature study,
interview, case
study,
evaluation and
modeling

Result
General description,
computational
model

Case study,
evaluation and
modeling

General description,
computational
model, and e3value
graphical model

General description

General description,
computational
model, and e3value
graphical model
General description,
computational
model, and e3value
graphical model

Table 2 – Research questions, methods, and results

As introduced, the research first summarizes which relevant marketing cases exist, by interviewing
experts of ClickValue. This sets the stage for a common understanding of all required relevant
marketing cases, which this research is going to be based on. The first question also deals with
relevant online marketing variables and mathematical calculations for each online marketing channel.
Interviews will be held with experts of ClickValue in order to explore which online marketing
channels and online marketing variables are important for this research. Many scientific literatures will
be consulted. Besides, external resources are available to consult such as books, web articles, and
researches by industry etc. This way we can determine which online marketing variables apply for
which online marketing channel.
The second question 1 deals with the e3value ontology. Scientific literature will be consulted. This way
we can learn more about the e3value ontology.
The third question deals with e3value graphical models and net value flow sheets. Computational
models will be created to demonstrate how the online marketing variables can be used in e3value
models. With the collected data and obtained knowledge, it will be possible to describe and
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demonstrate to what extent e3value can be used to model online marketing variables, and how the net
value flow sheet can contribute to that.
The fourth question deals with bundling all e3value-based models into one conveniently working
model. A computational model will be created and net value flow sheets will be automatically
generated, in order to illustrate the best outcome of such a model.
The fifth question deals with the creation of a new online marketing channel in e3value and
automatically generating net value flow sheets for that channel. A computational model will be created
and net value flow sheets will be automatically generated.
So far, the author has highlighted the research questions, methods, and results. This research deals
with five research questions. These questions deal with online marketing channels and methods.
Furthermore, these channels/methods must be modeled using the e3value ontology, which then net
value flow sheets can be automatically generated for each channel/method. Also, one must examine
what are the relevant online marketing variables for the above-mentioned online marketing
channels/methods. Next, the author will discuss the research environment. Moreover, the scope of this
research will be highlighted, and the expected results will be discussed.

1.6

Research environment

This research will be conducted in cooperation with ClickValue 2. ClickValue provides services such
as conversion optimization, online marketing, analytics and insights. It improves customer value to
clients in Travel, Finance, Media/Entertainment, Real-Estate and Marketing. ClickValue does business
with B2B and B2C companies.
ClickValue is an organization whose mission is to provide online marketing for its customers.
Customers can advertise their products and services through various online marketing channels.
ClickValue offers the possibility to implement and manage these marketing channels and tools for its
customers. Online advertising is a form of promotion that uses the Internet and World Wide Web for
the expressed purpose of delivering marketing messages to attract customers. The aim of an online
advertisement is to increase the sales of a product which has been introduced into the market. This
brings us to the context of this research.
For this research one need to understand which online marketing channels/methods is going to be
studied. One also needs to understand what the meaning of such a channel is. ClickValue has purposed
various marketing channels and methods for this research which are: Email marketing channel,
Affiliate marketing channel, SEA marketing method, and SEO marketing method. ClickValue has
limited the scope on the four above-mentioned online marketing channels! Please note that this
research only deals with Google search engine! Also note that the author does not have to calculate the
Goal cost per order!

1.7

Expected results

This thesis is expected to show a working e3value-based model of four online marketing channels,
which are: Affiliate marketing, Email marketing, SEA, and SEO. That is, for each of the abovementioned online marketing channels/methods automatically net value flow sheets will be generated,
which its results corresponds to the manually constructed online marketing reports. Besides, this thesis
is expected to combine all of the above-mentioned online marketing channels into one working
e3value-based model. Another important expectation of this thesis is introducing new formulas for
each e3value-based online marketing channel and method. By using these formulas, relevant marketing
variables can be calculated. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the e3value
methodology is applied in online marketing channels. In conclusion, the author has discussed the
research environment. Important to note that ClickValue has limited the scope of this research to the
2

http://www.clickvalue.nl Last Accessed, 10 February 2012
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four online marketing channels en methods, which are Affiliate marketing, Email marketing, SEO, and
SEA. The next chapter discusses multi-channel online marketing, ontologies for the business domain
model, e3value, and the Media Budget model.

2.

Related literature and theoretical focus

This chapter will provide the reader with a literature review concerning the research areas, which are
the followings:
 What is marketing, and especially online marketing?
 What are the relevant online marketing channels/methods for this research?
 Which parties are involved per online marketing channel/method?
 How do the financial aspects work per online marketing channel/method?
Please note that the discussion about the various online marketing channels and the Media Budget
model are based on the interviews held with the experts of ClickValue!
Moreover, this chapter discusses three different ontologies, which are e3value, BMO, and REA. The
e3value ontology and its characteristics are explained in a detail, which means that the author will
explain value webs, techniques within the e3value ontology, and economic sustainability within the
context of this research. The author also discusses why the e3value ontology is chosen for this
research.
Finally, the author discusses the Media Budget model and its characteristics. The Media Budget model
consists of three parts, which are insufficient, maximum profit, inefficient. Each part represents the
profit made against marketing expenses of an enterprise.

2.1

Marketing

Marketing refers to what an organization must do to create and exchange value with customers. There
are various forms of marketing. Business to Consumer (B2C) marketing is the process by which
companies create value for customers and build strong customer relationship, in order to capture value
from customers in return. Business to Business (B2B) marketing is creating value, solutions, and
relationships with a company. It generates the strategy that underlies sales techniques, business
communication, and business developments (Kotler et al. 2009).
There is also a new form of marketing which uses the Internet as a medium to target its audience more
precisely. This is called online marketing. With online marketing products and services can be
marketed using the Internet as its medium. The process of online marketing involves creating,
communicating, and delivery value to customers (Kotler et al. 2009). The next section discusses online
marketing channels and methods.

2.2

Online marketing channels and methods

2.2.1 Introduction
This section discusses the various online marketing channels and methods found in scientific
literature. The discussion is partially based on the interviews held with the experts of ClickValue. First
the author will explain what a particular marketing channel/method is. Next, the author will highlight
and discuss the various parties involved in a channel/method. Finally, the financial aspects for those
channels/methods will be discussed.

2.2.2 Email marketing
Email marketing is an advertisement method and online marketing channel which can be used to send
newsletters to a group of people. The newsletter content contains information such as: sending adverts,
requesting business, soliciting sales of donations. When email marketing properly applied, the benefit
on the return on investment is then substantial (Eley & Tilley, 2009).
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Some of the characteristics of email marketing are low expenses, shorter turnaround (the time to
prepare, send a message and receive the response), and high response rates. Email marketing is
recognized as an effective online marketing channel (Rettie 2002). Besides, email marketing is
important due to its high response rate (Niall 2000).
Parties involved
There are various parties involved in email marketing. These parties ensure that each of them
contribute in terms of requesting/offering a service from/to another party within an environment.
Merchant
A merchant sends personalized newsletters (through facilitator) to its prospects.
Facilitator
The facilitator carries out email marketing for the merchant. Moreover, the facilitator uses email
marketing software to send the newsletter.
Email marketing software
Email marketing software is developed and owned by an external company which offers this software
as an online service for companies who are interested using it.
Prospect
A prospect receives the newsletter and reads it. A prospect may be (if interested in buying a product)
converted to a buyer.
Buyer
A buyer is interested in buying a product or a service.
One now knows that there are various parties involved in email marketing that offer/request valuable
products from/to the market. Hence, email marketing deals with value webs. Consider for instance a
merchant that offers personalized newsletters to its prospects. The merchant gives the facilitator his
email list. This email list contains information about prospects such as: email addresses, names,
surnames, etc. The facilitator puts this email list into the email marketing software. Next, the
facilitator creates an email template which contains the actual newsletter to be sent to merchant’s
prospects. After going through these processes the newsletter is then ready to be sent to all prospects.
This newsletter contains information and links to products. A prospect may then click on a link to buy
a product. Prospects will only be converted to buyers when buying a product.
Financial aspects
The merchant pays directly to the facilitator. The total price includes the price for carrying out email
marketing and using email marketing software. The facilitator pays directly to email marketing
software for using the software. A buyer in his turn pays directly to the merchant. The total price
includes the price of the product.
So far, the author has introduced (based on a literature study) the online marketing channel: email
marketing. Important to note that email marketing channel deals with email marketing software which
facilitates the Merchant for sending newsletters to its customers. The next section discusses the search
engine optimizing and search engine advertising methods.

2.2.3 Search Marketing
Search engine marketing allows companies to target prospects by placing adverts on search engines.
Thus, search engine marketing deals with being visible in search engines in order to attract more
visitors (Moran & Hunt, 2006). Search engine marketing incorporates various marketing methods
which are:
 Search engine optimization (SEO);
 Google search engine advertising (SEA).
14

An important distinction is made between SEO and SEA. SEA is based on cost-per-click3 which
means that advertisers pay Google when the ad is clicked. SEO is free of charge. The latter only
requires website optimization which can be done by anyone who has experience with optimizing
websites for Google search engine.

Search Engine Advertising
Search engine advertising is a marketing method that makes it easier (by showing adverts in the
sponsored search results, See Fig. 2) to target hard-to-find prospect. These adverts are only displayed
when prospects use a certain search term. Clicking these adverts cost the advertisers money. This
amount of money must be paid by the advertisers themselves. The price paid depends on the relevance
and an auction for that specific search term. 4 Search engine advertising covers Google AdWords.
Google AdWords is an online marketing method developed by Google to assist people in marketing
their products or services in the Google search engine.
According Ghose & Yang (2009) search engine advertising is the largest source of revenue for search
engines. Google is the most used search engine today for search engine advertising. 5 Google is a
search engine that acts as an intermediary between users and firms. Users are online users who use
Google to search the Internet for a specific website according to a specific keyword. This keyword for
instance may correspond to a firm’s website. Advertising through Google involves many processes
such as submitting keyword listing to Google, and assigning big values to each individual ad (Ghose
and Yang, 2009). Assigning values to adverts involved techniques such as cost-per-click.
Parties involved
Various parties are involved in search engine advertising.
Merchant
A merchant advertises its products and services (through the facilitator) on Google AdWords.
Facilitator
The facilitator in his turn carries out the work of advertising.
Google SEA
Google SEA is an advertising method which covers Google AdWords.
Prospect
A prospect searches for a product or website but is not interested in buying a product or a service.
Buyer
A buyer is interested in buying a product or a service.
One now knows that there are various parties involved in search engine advertising that offer valuable
product to the market. Hence, search engine advertising deals with value webs. Consider for instance a
merchant that needs to be advertised in Google’s sponsored search results (See Fig. 2). The facilitator
enables Google AdWords for the merchant and creates a campaign. After the campaign is approved by
Google, an advert is then created. This advert will be displayed according to the keyword search in
Google search engine. A prospect can now search and find the merchant's website in the sponsored
search results (See Fig. 2).

3

http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=32990&topic=11285&ctx=topic Last
Accessed, 16 May 2012
4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pay_per_click Last Accessed, 14 May 2012
5
http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2012/2/comScore_Releases_January_2012_U.S._Sear
ch_Engine_Rankings Last Accessed, 05 May 2012
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Financial aspects
The merchant pays directly to the facilitator after selling products. The total price is twenty percent
(20%) of its total revenue. As mentioned before, the facilitator carries out the work of advertising for
the merchant. Besides, this facilitator uses the term “no-cure-no-pay”. This means that, the facilitator
is paid only if the service is to a successful conclusion. This can be monitored and shown using
Google Analytics 6. Only when a prospect clicks on a sponsored advert the merchant is then charged.
The merchant pays directly to Google SEA when a click takes place. A buyer in his turn pays directly
to the merchant for a product. The total price includes the price of the product.

Figure 2 – Google – “Sponsored” and “natural” search results

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search engine optimization is an art of creating a search engine friendly website (Enge et al., 2010).
Applying SEO in a website will attract more visitors by obtaining high-ranking placement in the
search results page of a search engine. Practical guides exist to increase Web traffic through better
results (Ledford 2009) and to be a “search engine friendly” 7.

6
7

http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=55591 Last Accesses, 05 May 2012
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_optimization Last Accessed, 05 May 2012
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Cost-per-click (CPC)
Google is the main search engine for this research. Each keyword is assigned a specific amount of
money. Advertisers pay Google the assigned price for those users who actually click on their listings
to visit their website. This mechanism is called cost-per-click (Ghose and Yang, 2009).
As discussed before, cost-per-click is based on SEA. This means that an advertiser must pay Google if
the ad is clicked. Furthermore, optimizing a website using SEO is free of charge. This means that an
advertiser does not have to pay Google for his optimized website.
Parties involved
Various parties are involved in search engine optimization.
Merchant
A merchant consult the facilitator for optimizing their website to be findable on Google search engine.
Facilitator
A facilitator ensures that the merchant's website is optimized.
Google
Google is a party. This is not always the case but for this research we will assume that Google is the
search engine which will be used. Google provides its free search engine to online users.
Prospect
A prospect searches for a product or website. Prospects are only interested in product information.
Buyer
A buyer is interested in buying a product or a service.
One now knows that there are various parties involved in search engine optimization that offer/request
valuable product from/to the market. Hence, search engine optimization deals with value webs.
Consider for instance a merchant who wants to be findable in Google’s natural search results (See Fig.
2). The facilitator ensures (by using techniques such as website optimization) that merchant’s website
is optimized and ready to be findable within Google. At this stage Google's search engine performs
several processes in order to deliver search results which are: crawling, indexing, calculating webpage relevancy, and retrieving (See Appendix 1: How Search Engines Work). A prospect can now
search and find the website in the natural search results (See Fig. 2).
Financial aspects
The merchant pays the facilitator because the facilitator has optimized the merchant's website. The
total price is equal to one hundred Euros (€ 100,-). This is not always the case but for this research we
will assume that the price is equal to € 100,- Euros. A buyer pays directly to the merchant. The total
money includes the total price of all sold products.
So far, the author has introduced (based on a literature study) two online marketing methods, which
are search engine advertising, and search engine optimization. Please note that search engine
advertising deals with cost-per-click, which refers to the price an enterprise pays to Google for each
click made by an online visitor. The next section discusses affiliate marketing.

2.2.4 Affiliate Marketing
Affiliate marketing is an approach which gives commissions to those websites who refer prospects to
the website which offers this commission. Affiliates such as Amazon 8 offer other websites an
8

http://www.amazon.com/ Last Accessed, 05 May 2012
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affiliation (partnership) with the firm and a commission on sales generated via their website
(Goldschmidt et al, 2003). Affiliate marketing is a type of online advertising, where merchants share
percentage of sales revenue generated by each prospect, which arrived to the company’s website via a
content provider (Gallaugher et al, 2001). Any merchant is able to employ affiliate marketing.
Thousands of independent website (publishers) can then display adverts of merchant’s products and
services.
Parties involved
Various parties are involved in affiliate marketing.
Merchant
A merchant consults the facilitator for carrying out their affiliate marketing.
Facilitator
A facilitator is a company who does all marketing for the merchant. The merchant must become a
partner in a network in order to advertise products.
Network
A network is a piece of software that brings the publisher and the merchant together. Networks are
necessary because they link publishers with merchants. In other words, a network contains offers for
the publisher to choose from and also takes care of the payments. Both the publisher as the network
get a commission when a visitor makes a transaction (buys an item). A buyer buys an item directly
from the merchant (See Buyer below).
Publisher
The publishers are websites or blogs which must become partners in the network in order to promote
advertisements. In other words, a publisher promotes materials of a merchant on his website. The
publisher is to be the middleman between prospects and merchant.
Prospect
A prospect searches for a promoted product but is not interested in buying that product.
Buyer
A buyer is interested in buying the promoted product.
One now knows that there are various parties involved in affiliate marketing that offer/request
valuable product from/to the market. Hence, affiliate marketing deals with value webs. Consider for
instance a merchant who wants to promote its products through publishers. A publisher visits a
network to find a merchant and a product to promote. The facilitator carries out the affiliate marketing
for the merchant. When a sale is successfully transacted, the merchant pays the publisher and the
facilitator the commission.
Financial aspects
A buyer pays the product price directly to the merchant. The total price includes the price of the
product. The merchant pays to the facilitator a commission of six percent (6%) of the total revenue.
This is not always the case but for this research we will assume that the commission for the facilitator
is six percent. The merchant also pays to the publisher and the network a commission of three percent
(3%) of the total revenue. The publisher gets seventy percent (70%) out of the three percent whereas
the network gets thirty percent (30%) out of the three percent.
In conclusion, the author has discussed and explained the various online marketing channels and
methods. Moreover, the author has explained what parties are involved in a channel and what the
financial aspects of those channels are. Next, the online marketing channels/methods need to be
conceptually designed and modeled using an ontology which meets certain ontological requirement.
To assess and choose an ontology, it is necessary to have a throughout understanding of the different
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ontologies and their differences and overlap. Only then it is possible to choose a well related overall
ontology for this research. The next section discusses three ontologies belonging to the business model
domain.

2.3

Ontologies for the business model domain

This chapter discusses technical and methodological characteristics of three ontologies belonging to
the business model domain. The first ontology is Business Modeling Ontology (BMO). The second
ontology is Resource/Event/Agent Ontology (REA). The third ontology is e3value Ontology. Please
note that the above-mentioned ontologies are about value modeling! This chapter also discusses why
the e3value ontology has been chosen for this research.

2.3.1 Ontology requirements
This section discusses the ontology requirements which are necessary for this research. Table 2
illustrates those necessary requirements.
The first ontology requirement is to represent value webs, which represents a network of enterprises
offering a complex product or a service to the market. The requirement is important due to the context
of this research which is value webs for online marketing channels. The context deals with conceptual
modeling in a formal world, which describes a network of enterprises requesting and offering products
or services from other enterprises in a value webs environment. In other words, the notion of value
web is needed to model various online marketing channels and other enterprise in ontology such as
Buyer.
The second ontology requirement is multiple enterprises, which represents a network of enterprises
offering a complex product to the market. The requirement is important for this research because
various online marketing channels and enterprises must be modeled using the ontology such as Google
SEA, SEO, Buyer, Prospect, etc.
The third ontology requirement is semi-formality and reasoning about business rules. This means that
the ontology must be semi-formal and must reasons about business rules and expected profitability for
various enterprises. The requirement is important for this research because the context deals with
semi-formal world (See Section 1.2). Moreover, the requirement is important because it will possibly
help this research to answer the problem statement, which is to what extent can e 3value contribute to
analyzing the Media Budget model. Besides, in this research, net value flow sheets must be
automatically generated for various enterprises. The latter represents economic performance for a
network of enterprises.
The fourth ontology requirement is telling the business model as a story to stakeholders, which is the
notion that a complex idea can be conveyed with just a single still business model. The requirement is
important for this research because it will possibly help ClickValue's prospect to more clearly
understand business models.
Requirements
1. An ontology which deals with value webs.
2. An ontology which focuses on multiple enterprises within value webs.
3. An ontology which is semi-formal and which reasons about business rules and expected
profitability for various enterprises.
4. An ontology which “tells” the business model as a story to stakeholders.
Table 2 – Ontology requirements

In conclusion, there are four ontology requirements which are important for this research. The next
sections discuss, explain and highlight the characteristics of three ontologies. Moreover, it discuss
whether the characteristics meet the above-mentioned requirements. The latter is important in order to
be able to decide which ontology best suits the above-mentioned requirements.
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2.3.2 The e3value Ontology
E3value is an approach to explore innovative e-business ideas in a value web setting. The ontology is
the work of Jaap Gordijn and others, Free University of Amsterdam. The e3value methodology is
focused on concept modeling. This concept modeling shows the interaction, in terms of economic
value, between various parties (Gordijn 2002). Table 3 illustrates five characteristics of the e3value
ontology and whether each of the five characteristics meets the requirements which are described in
table 2. Next, each characteristic will be highlighted and discussed.
The first characteristic deals with designing value webs. This characteristic meets one of the
requirements (See Table 2, nr. 1), because the context of this research deals with various enterprise
such as online marketing channels, Buyer, Merchant, etc., who offer a complex product such as a
service or a product, to the market.
The second characteristic is a network of enterprises. The characteristic meets one of the requirements
(See Table 2, nr. 2), because this research deals with various enterprise which must be modeled in an
ontology.
The third characteristic is semi-formal and reasoning about business rules and expected profitability
for various enterprises. The characteristic meets one of the requirements (See Table 2, nr. 4), because
for every enterprise we must automatically generate net value flow sheet. Besides, this research deals
also with semi-formal world (See Section 1.2).
The fourth characteristic is a storyteller. The characteristic meets one of the requirements (See Table
2, nr. 5), because ClickValue is then able to demonstrate an e3value model to its customers.
Demonstrating such a model ensures the understanding of what is going on within the context of
online marketing channels.
Characteristics of the e3value ontology
1. The ontology designs value webs.
2. The ontology focuses on a network of
enterprises.
3. The ontology is semi-formal. The
ontology also reasons about business rules
and expected profitability for various
enterprises.
4. The ontology uses an operational scenario
mechanism that can be used to “tell” the
business model as a story to stakeholder

Meets the requirement? (See Table 2)
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Table 3 - The characteristics of the e3value ontology.

So far, the author has highlighted, described, and explained the four characteristics of the e3value
ontology. Moreover, the author has indicated, on the basis of YES/NO, whether the above-mentioned
characteristics meet the requirements (See Table 2). The next section discusses the business modeling
ontology.

2.3.3 The Business Modeling Ontology
BMO (business model ontology) emphasizes the position of a specific business partner in the eBusiness network and how he can make profit. BMO is the work of Alexander Osterwalder and Yves
Pigneur, University of Lausanne (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2002). Table 4 illustrates four
characteristics of the business modeling ontology and whether each of the four characteristics meets
the requirements which are described in table 2. Next, each characteristic will be highlighted and
discussed.
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The first characteristic deals with focusing on a single enterprise. The characteristic does not meet the
requirements (See Table 2), because the context of this research deals with various enterprises and not
only one enterprise.
The second characteristic is consistency and economic viability. The characteristic does not meet the
requirements (See Table 2), because the business modeling ontology does not yet provide any rulechecking (e.g. calculations the profitability for a business model).
The third characteristic is semi-formal. The characteristic meets one of the requirements and partially
not (See Table 2, nr. 4). One of the requirements is to have an ontology which is semi-world but also
generates automatically net value flow sheets. The latter is not the case in the business modeling
ontology.
Characteristics of the business modeling
ontology
1. The ontology focuses on the single
enterprise.
2. The ontology has the properties such as
consistency and economic viability. Those
properties are also the reasons that the
business model ontology does not yet
provide any rule-checking (e.g.
calculations the profitability for a
business model).
3. The ontology has evolved from a
structured informal ontology to a semiformal that is described in OWL.

Meets the requirement? (See Table 2)
No
No

No

Table 4 – The characteristics of the business modeling ontology.

So far, the author has highlighted, described, and explained the five characteristics of the business
modeling ontology. Moreover, the author has indicated, on the basis of YES/NO, whether the abovementioned characteristics meet the requirements (See Table 2). The next section discusses the
resource-event-agent ontology.

2.3.4 The Resource-Event-Agent ontology
Some scientists apply REA (the economic Resource-Event-Agent ontology) to analyze, design,
implement, and operate an enterprise system. REA is the work of Guido L. Geerts and William E.
McCarthy, Michigan State University. Basically REA is an accounting model which incorporates the
semantics of economic objects into a firm’s information architecture (Geerts and McCarthy, 1999).
Table 5 illustrates four characteristics of the resource-event-agent ontology and whether each of the
four characteristics meets the requirements which are described in table 2. Next, each characteristic
will be highlighted and explained. The first characteristic deals with duality relationship. The
characteristic meets one of the requirements (See Table 2, nr. 1), because this research deals with
various enterprises who request/offer a complex product to the market.
The second characteristic deals with entity-relationship modeling for designing a model in REA. The
characteristic does not meet the requirements (See Table 2), because in this research, enterprise must
not be modeled as relational databases. In contrast, enterprises must be modeled as figures which show
amongst others, the ingoing-ports and out-going ports.
The third characteristic deals with accounting system. The characteristic does not meet the
requirements (See Table 2), because in this research the author seeks for ontology which models
online marketing channels and not accounting systems.
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Characteristics of the resource-event-agent
ontology
1. The ontology focuses on the enterpriseinternals.
2. The ontology uses entity-relationship
modeling style for designing a model.
Besides, REA systems are usually
modeled as relational databases.
3. The ontology mainly models accounting
systems.

Meets the requirement? (See Table 2)
No
No

No

Table 5 – The characteristics of the resource-event-agent ontology.

So far, the author has highlighted, described, and explained the five characteristics of the resourceevent-agent ontology. Moreover, the author has indicated, on the basis of YES/NO, whether the
above-mentioned characteristics meet the requirements (See Table 2).
In conclusion, one now have a thorough understanding about the three above-mentioned ontologies
and their characteristics. It is now possible to decide which ontology suits the requirements (See Table
2) and is going to be used for modeling online marketing channels. The next section discusses and
shows (on the basis of facts) why the e3value ontology is chosen for this research.

2.3.5 Why e3value ontology for this research
There are several reasons and facts why the author has chosen to apply the e3value ontology for this
research. The main reason and fact is that the characteristics of the e3value ontology meet the
requirements (See Table 2). Other reasons and facts are that the e3value ontology:
1. Focuses on a network of enterprises, which means that multiple enterprises can be modeled;
2. Deals with value constellation which means that various enterprises create and exchange
things of economic value;
3. Designs value webs which mean that multiple enterprises offer a complex product or service
to the market. This is important because every online marketing channel deals with value
webs;
4. Is semi-formal and reasons about business rules and expected profitability for various
enterprises, which means that the ontology automatically generates net value flow sheets;
5. Is a storyteller. This means that ClickValue’s prospects can have a though understanding when
illustrating an e3value model.
In conclusion, the author has explained why the e3value ontology is chosen for this research. This is
mainly for five important reasons and facts (see above). One now knows that the e3value ontology is
suitable for this research. Next, one needs to have a though understanding about the e3value ontology
in detail. The next section discusses the e3value ontology, value webs, and economic sustainability.

2.4

e3value

2.4.1 Introduction
The e3value e-business methodology illustrates the business of an enterprise and focuses on exchanges
between parties that are related to a value chain of an enterprise, such as prospects and collaborating
parties. The method focuses on the in-going and out-going ports from interacting parties rather than on
the processes that occur between these parties. It is designed to model a network of enterprises
creating, distributing and consuming things of economic value.
Gordijn and Akkermans (2007) identified two techniques within the e3value methodology that can be
used to create conceptualize network businesses:
1. The value hierarchy: A value hierarchy shows how a need of a customer can be satisfied by
obtaining goods or services;
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2. The value web: A value web is designed to show how goods and services are created,
distributed and consumed in a network of final customers.

2.4.2 The e3value ontology
Fig. 3 illustrates an e3value-based model which represents various actors that exchange things of
economic value with each other. Moreover, Fig. 3 consists of the following e3value base constructs:
Actor
Actors are concepts which represent enterprises or individuals. Actors exchange things of economic
value with each other. The Supplier is an example of an actor.
Market segment
A market segment breaks actors into segments of actors that assign economic value to objects equally.
This construct is often used to model that there is a large group of end-consumers who value objects
equally. The Customer is a market segment, consisting of a number of individual customers.
Customer need
The actor “Customer” consists of a “Customer need”. This start-stimulus represents a customer need
(Gordijn 2002). A customer need means what the customer wants from its environment. The actor
customer receives goods in return for paying money to the actor supplier. This means that many actors
of the same kind exist (Gordijn 2002). According Gordijn & Akkermans (2007) customer needs are a
state of felt deprivation of some basic satisfaction. In other words, a need captures what a customer
wants to have and understanding the customer need is a prerequisite for building a value web.
Value objects
Actors can transfer “Value objects” with each other. Customer needs are satisfied by value objects.
Any value objects can be interpreted as a physical good, or an intangible outcome of a service
(Gordijn 2002).
Value interface
A “Value interface” shows which value object an actor is willing to exchange in return for another
value object via its ports. Obviously, the actor “Customer” wants to exchange the value object
“money” in return for the value object “good” (Gordijn 2002).
Value offering
A value offering models what an actor offers to or request from his/her environment. Individual value
offerings are grouped by value interfaces (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2010). A value offering of the
actor “Customer” groups its value interface, value transfer, and the in-going and out-going ports.
Value port
An actor can use the “value port” to request an offer from another actor. A value port is used to
interconnect actors so that they are able to transfer value objects (Gordijn 2002). The actor
“Customer” uses two value ports. The first value port corresponds to the value object “money”, and the
second value port corresponds to the value object “good”.
Value transfer
An actor has in-going and out-going value transfers. A value transfer is used to connect two value
ports with each other. For instance, the out-going value port of the actor “Customer” corresponds to
the value object “money”, and the in-going value port of the actor “Supplier” correspond to the value
object “money”. These two ports are connected by the money value transfer.
Boundary element
The last actor is the “Supplier”. This actor contains the “Boundary element”. The last segment(s) of an
e3value-scenario-path is connected to a “Boundary element”. An e3value environment represents an
environment which consists with various enterprises connected with each other. A scenario-path in an
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e3value environment starts from a customer need and ends with a boundary element. A boundary
element indicates that the e3value-scenario-path ends (Gordijn 2002).

Figure 3 – e3value graphical model

(Note: The Legend is only for explanatory purposes and are not part of the e3value modeling technique itself)

With the above-mentioned constructs a conceptual model of value web can be constructed. Value
webs typically consist of multiple enterprises, represented by multiple stakeholders. The e3value
modeling constructs help to create a shared understanding of the value web. The next section describes
value webs.

2.4.3 Value webs
Today, many enterprises share an e-business idea. These enterprises jointly offer a complex product or
a service to the market (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2010). For instance an enterprise requests physical
goods from another enterprise. In order for the enterprise to send these goods, money in return must be
collected. When the goods are received, money will be send to the first enterprise. Together, these
actors form a value web. Actors in value webs are profitable. The e3value ontology reasons about
expected profitability for various actors. The latter is called economic sustainability. The next section
explains this economic sustainability.

2.4.4 Economic sustainability
Economic sustainability deals with net value flow which represents the economic performance of an
enterprise. An enterprise has outgoing and ingoing value transfers. A net value flow for each enterprise
captures the expected flow over series of time periods (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2010). A net value
flow for an enterprise can be calculated in a net value flow sheet. A net value flow sheet represents the
economic sustainability of an enterprise. In other words, using a net value flow sheet one can
automatically calculate the profit for an enterprise.
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So far, the author has introduced the e3value methodology in details. Given an e3value model,
attributed with numbers (e.g. the number of consumer needs per timeframe and the valuation of
objects exchanged), net value flow sheets can be generated (for a free software tool see
http://www.e3value.com/). Such sheets show the net cash flow for each actor involved and are a first
indication whether the model at hand can be commercially successful for each actor. The next section
discusses the Media Budget model, which is an empirical model that represents three important parts
for this research.

2.5

The Media Budget model

2.5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the Media Budget model. This discussion is based on the interviews held with
the experts of ClickValue. The model represents three visually appealing parts, which are: insufficient,
which refers to the state where there is certain amount of money invested in online marketing to meet
the requirement which is gaining a profit, max profit, which refers to the state where there is optimum
money invested in online marketing to meet the requirement which is gaining the optimum profit, and
inefficient which refers to the state where there is allot of money invested in online marketing but then
losing profit. These parts correspond to the characteristics of the Media Budget model. Please note that
both the profit and the Avg. CPO (See Section 2.5.2) are important factors to assess whether that
enterprise belongs to one of the above-mentioned parts of the Media Budget model.
Insufficient represents an enterprise which has invested in marketing expenses against gaining profit.
At this part, the Avg. CPO value (See Section 2.5.2) is less than the Goal CPO value (See Section
2.5.2). Max profit represents an enterprise which has invested in marketing expenses against gaining
even more profit. At this part, the Avg. CPO value is equal to than the Goal CPO value. Inefficient
represents an enterprise which has over-invested in marketing expenses against gaining less profit.
These characteristics are thus important to assess how profitable is a company when investing in
online marketing channels. At this part, the Avg. CPO value is greater than the Goal CPO value.

2.5.2 The characteristics of the Media Budget model
To get a thorough understanding of the notion of Media Budget model (See Figure 4), the author will
zoom into this model and try to discuss its characteristics.

Figure 4 – The Media Budget model

The Media Budget model is an empirical model and a graphical representation that illustrates multiple
aspects. This chapter discusses the important aspects of the Media Budget model which are relevant to
this research.
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Profit
The first aspect deals with the y-axis. This y-axis represents the profitability of a company. Before
explaining the marketing budget which is represented in the x-axis, one must first know the meaning
of the Goal CPO. Next, Goal CPO is explained. Besides, a short explanation is given about the Avg.
CPO.

Avg. CPO
Avg. CPO represents the actual average amount of money that a company spends in marketing
expenses in order to end with a sale. The Avg. CPO is defined as (total expenses ÷ expected buyer).

Goal CPO
Goal CPO represents the maximum amount of money that a company is willing to invest in online
marketing. This maximum amount of money is determined by the merchant. This is important because
the merchant can only spend a certain amount of money in online marketing. The Goal CPO is based
on an assumption which represents the maximum profit of a company. Please note that calculating
both the Goal CPO value and the maximum profit is out of the scope of this research!

Insufficient, Inefficient, and Max Profit
The Media Budget consists of three parts. The characteristics of each part within Media Budget have
to do with the financial return or reward that an enterprise wants to achieve to reflect the risk that they
take. This financial return is based on the profit9 and the Avg. order value10.
Left side of the Media Budget model represents insufficiency. Looking at its characteristics, we
assume that the enterprise has invested in online marketing and thus ended with some sales.
Furthermore, the enterprise paid a low price for marketing and gained some profit. Please note that
paying a low price for marketing means that, the Avg. CPO value is less than the Goal CPO value!
Based on those assumptions, one can say that, there is more to extract from online marketing. In other
words, the enterprise should invest more in online marketing in order to end with more sales. The
company will pay less money on marketing and make a reasonable profit. 11
In the middle of the Media Budget model is the Optimum point. At this part, the growth curve has
reached the highest point in the model. This means that the profit for the enterprise has reached the
most satisfying point. With the profit at the optimum point we mean that the enterprise gained the
maximum highest profit and the highest return on investment. 12 Please note that at this part the
Avg. CPO is equal to the Goal CPO value!
Finally, right side of the Media Budget model represents Inefficiency. At this part, the curve descends.
This means that the enterprise has spent much money on marketing expenses and therefore has
possibly ended with a negative return on investment and profit. 13 Note that at this part of the Media
Budget model the Avg. CPO value is greater than the Goal CPO value.
According to ClickValue experts, 99% of the companies who does online marketing do not take the
Media Budget model into consideration. This way companies do not get the maximum profit out of
their sales. The Media Budget model is thus very important for companies which help them to
improve and maximize their profit against less marketing expenses.

9

This is the outcome of an interview that was conducted at ClickValue.
This is the outcome of an interview that was conducted at ClickValue.
11
This is the outcome of an interview that was conducted at ClickValue.
12
This is the outcome of an interview that was conducted at ClickValue.
13
This is the outcome of an interview that was conducted at ClickValue.
10
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2.6

Conclusion

This chapter has presented several important aspects for this research namely, based on literature
reviews and interviews held at ClickValue.
First, the chapter has discussed about marketing and online marketing (See Section 2.1). In addition,
the chapter explains various online marketing channels/methods (See Section 2.2). These are the
results of a literature study. Also, interviews are held with experts of ClickValue in order to explore
which online marketing channels/methods are important for this research. Each online marketing
channel/method deals with different parties (e3value-based actors). For instance, the marketing
method; SEA, deals with the “Google SEA” actor whereas the marketing method SEO deals with the
“Google” actor. Moreover, the financial aspects differ per marketing channel/method. These
differences lie in the payment to different actors. For instance, in Affiliate marketing, the “Merchant”
actor pays a commission (amount of money) to various parties (publisher and network) whereas in
SEA marketing, the “Merchant” actor pays Google SEA for providing its services to the merchant.
Identifying the financial aspects and parties are important because the next step will require modeling
those channels and methods in e3value.
Second, the chapter has discussed about the three different ontologies for the business model domain
and ontology requirements (See Section 2.3). The chapter has also provided a detailed discussion
about the e3value ontology (See Section 2.4). These are the result of a literature study. In Section 2.3
we reviewed the characteristics of the three ontologies. The author was up to conclusion and was soon
hatched with the decision (See Section 2.3.5) that only the characteristics of the e3value ontology meet
the requirements (See Table 2) for this research.
Last, the chapter has discussed about the Media Budget model and its characteristics (See Section 2.5).
The Media Budget model is coined by ClickValue. According ClickValue experts, “99% of companies
who does online marketing do not take the Media Budget model into account”14. The Media Budget
model illustrates three parts (insufficient, max profit, inefficient). For this research it is important that
we find out by manually calculating online marketing channels and illustrating the results in the Media
Budget model. With results the author means, whether an enterprise is insufficient or inefficient.
Please note that calculating the best case (Max profit) is out of the scope of this thesis!
To do manually calculation, one needs to work with online marketing reports. The next chapter
discusses the calculation of online marketing reports.

14

This is the outcome of an interview that was conducted at ClickValue.
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3.

Calculation of online marketing reports

The context of this research deals with online marketing reports (Fig. 1, informal world). This means
that manually calculations must be done for various online marketing channels in order to decide
whether an enterprise is insufficient or inefficient in the Media Budget model. This chapter discusses
online marketing reports. An online marketing report is based on textual descriptions of the informal
world (See Fig. 1). These descriptions contain information in the form of business metrics about
online marketing channels/methods. These business metrics enable any organization to define,
evaluate and analyze its progress towards organizational goals. To achieve this goal, multiple
marketing variables about an online marketing channel/method are introduced.

3.1

Online marketing report

Online marketing reports are marketing reports coined by the author for researching online marketing
by means of online marketing Excel reports and online marketing variables. An online marketing
report represents an Excel report which contains online marketing variables. These variables are
related to the profit calculation of an enterprise. These online marketing reports are the results of the
interviews held with experts of ClickValue in order to explore the online marketing variables for
online marketing channels and methods.
An online marketing report is a report model which contains online marketing variables. These
variables are displayed as numerical data. A report can be used to determine different projected
outcomes of data by changing different cells. The idea is to enter different values into the worksheet to
forecast the outcome of the data. These data represent online marketing variables. For instance, if one
is willing to calculate the profit of an enterprise, one must first enter a number which represents the
expected amount of buyers. This number will automatically be multiplied with the product price.
Thereafter, the profit for the enterprise will be calculated.
Each marketing channel/method has its own online marketing report. This research deals with many
online marketing reports.

3.2

Online marketing variables

This section discusses online marketing variables per marketing channel/method. The author first
explains what a particular variable represents. Then other variables will be discussed which will be
affected when changing a current variable.

3.2.1 SEA marketing method
Search engine advertising deals with AdWords and various online marketing variables (See Appendix
3: Fig. 12). Fig. 12 illustrates an online marketing report for the method search engine advertising. All
online marketing variables that are required for SEA will be explained below. The website variables
for SEA are: Expected impression, Expected prospect, Expected buyer, Click-through-rate (CTR) %,
and Conversion-rate %.
Expected impression
An impression15 represents the number of times online visitors have searched for a site on the World
Wide Web. The variable is needed because one wants to represent how many online visitors have
searched for the site. The variable is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report
cell. The variable is required in order to calculate the “Click-through-rate”.

15

http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=33030 Last Accessed, 16 May 2012
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Expected prospect
An expected prospect or clicks16 represents an online visitor who is going to click on a sponsored link.
Thus, the variable “Expected prospects” represents total amount online visitors. The variable is a
number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required in order to
calculate the “Conversion-rate”, “Avg. Cost per order”, “AdWords”, “Profit”, and “Return on
investment”.
Expected buyer
An expected buyer 17 represents an online user who is going to make a purchase from a website after
navigating to the website (through sponsored link). Thus, the variable “Expected buyer” represents the
total online visitors who made a purchase. The variable is a number which can be manually entered in
a marketing report cell. The variable is required in order to calculate the “Conversion-rate”, “Avg.
Cost per order”, “ClickValue expenses”, “Total expenses”, “Revenue”, “Profit”, and “Return on
investment”.
Click-through-rate (CTR) %
A click-through-rate18 represents the percentage of clicks on an advertisement, where click-throughrate is the number expected visitors divided by the expected impressions time 100. It is a quantity of
interest to search engine optimizers, sponsored search providers and advertisers (Regelson & Fain).
Click-through-rate is defined as (expected visitors ÷ expected impression) * 100. The variable is a
number which will be automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Conversion-rate %
A conversion-rate19 represents the percentage of conversions (See “Expected buyer”). Conversion-rate
is defined as (expected buyer ÷ expected prospect) * 100. The variable is a number which will be
automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Investment
An investment represents the amount of money that will be paid to employees. In this research,
investments are one-time expenses. The variable is a number which can be manually entered in a
marketing report cell. The variable is required in order to calculate the “Total Investment”, and
“Profit”.
Avg. Cost per click (CPC) €
Avg. Cost per click20 represents the average amount of money to be paid to Google AdWords. The
variable is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required
in order to calculate the “AdWords expenses”.
Avg. Cost per order (CPO) €
Avg. Cost per order21 represents the average amount of money spent on marketing expenses in order to
end with a sale. Avg. Cost per order is defined as total expenses ÷ expected buyer. For total expenses,
see below. For expected conversions, see above. The variable is a number which will be automatically
calculated in a marketing report cell.

16

http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=32981 Last Accessed, 16 May 2012
http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=32988 Last Accessed, 16 May 2012
18
http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=32982 Last Accessed, 16 May 2012
19
http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=33021 Last Accessed, 16 May 2012
20
http://support.google.com/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=32990 Last Accessed, 16 May 2012
21
https://support.google.com/affiliatenetwork/publisher/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=156417 Last Accessed,
16 May 2012
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Goal Cost per order (CPO) €
Goal Cost per order represents the maximum amount of money spent on marketing expenses in order
to end with a sale. This variable sets the goal on spending sufficient money on marketing expenses and
gaining much profit. An enterprise for instance, cannot pay more money than the permitted value. If
this happens, the enterprise will be inefficient (See Section 2.5). This means that, the enterprise has
over-invested in online marketing against gaining less profit. The variable is a number which can be
manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required in order to calculate the “Avg.
Cost per order”.
ClickValue expenses €
ClickValue expenses represent the amount of money to be paid by an enterprise to ClickValue.
ClickValue expenses is defined as (20 ÷ 100) * revenue. The variable is a number which will be
automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
AdWords expenses €
AdWords expenses represent the total amount of money that will be paid by an enterprise to Google.
AdWords expenses is defined as (Avg. Cost per click * expected prospect). Please note that variable
has nothing to do with conversions! The variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in
a marketing report cell.
Total expenses
Total expenses represent the sum of ClickValue expenses, and AdWords expenses. Total expenses
represent the total price to be paid by an enterprise for all marketing expenses. Total expenses are
defined as (ClickValue Expenses + AdWords expenses). The variable is a number which will be
automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Avg. Order value
Avg. Order value22 represents the average amount of money per product that will be sold. The variable
is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required in order
to calculate the “Avg. Cost per order”, “ClickValue expenses”, “Total expenses”, “Revenue”, “Profit”,
and “Return on investment”.
Revenue (excl. 19% BTW)
Revenue represents the amount of money exclusive BTW (VAT in English) that an enterprise receives
in exchange for its goods and services. According Holthof (2007) the revenue is defined as (avg. order
value * expected buyer) ÷ 1.19. The variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in a
marketing report cell.
Profit
Profit represents the difference between how much the business gets from selling its products and the
amount it spent. According Holthof (2007) the profit is defined as revenue – total investment – total
expenses. The variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
ROI
From a business perspective, every Euro that will be spending on online advertising has to translate
directly into profit. The definition of return on investment is used in finance and marketing. Return on
investment (ROI) is the ratio of net cash flow (Erdogmus et al., 2009). The return on investment is
defined as ((revenue – total expenses) ÷ total expenses * 100). The variable is a number which will be
automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.

22

http://blog.webanalyticsdemystified.com/weblog/2005/07/average-order-value.html Last Accessed, 16 May
2012
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3.2.2 SEO marketing method
Search engine optimization deals with website optimization and various marketing variables (See
Appendix 3: Fig. 13). In this case there are fewer variables than in SEA due to fewer expenses. SEO
does not deal with “AdWords Expenses” because an enterprise has only to pay ClickValue for
optimizing website. Furthermore, there is no need for the variable “Avg. Cost per click (CPC)”,
because SEO does not deal with AdWords. The website variables for SEO are: Expected impression,
Expected prospect, Expected buyer, Click-through-rate (CTR) %, and Conversion-rate %.
Furthermore, Google search engine is the only search engine in the context of this research that SEO
deals with. Please note that other search engines are out of the scope of this thesis!

3.2.3 Email marketing channel
Email marketing deals with emails/newsletters and different online marketing variables (See Appendix
3: Fig. 14). In email marketing different parties are involved in contrast with the previous marketing
channels/methods. Email marketing does not deal with “Google SEO” and “Google AdWords”.
Instead, it deals with “Email Marketing software”. The latter is one of the expenses for an enterprise.
The website variables for email marketing are: Expected impression, Expected prospect, Expected
buyer, Click-through-rate (CTR) %, and Conversion-rate %.
The following variables are different from the variables which were described at previous marketing
channels/methods:
Expected impression
Expected impression represents the number of times customers have seen the email or newsletter. The
variable is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required
in order to calculate the “Click-through-rate”.
Expected prospect
Expected prospect represents the number of times customers have seen the email or newsletter. The
variable is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required
in order to calculate the “Click-through-rate”.
Expected buyer
Expected buyer represents the number of times customer clicked on al link which is located in an
email or a newsletter and has purchased a product. The variable is a number which can be manually
entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required in order to calculate the “Conversion-rate”,
and “Click-through-rate”. The variable conversion-rate is defined as (expected buyer ÷ expected
prospect) * 100. The variable click-through-rate is defined as (expected prospect ÷ expected
impression) * 100.

3.2.4 Affiliate marketing channel
Affiliate marketing deals with emails and different online marketing variables (See Appendix 3: Fig.
15). In affiliate marketing different parties are involved in contrast with the previous marketing
channels and methods. Affiliate marketing deals with “ClickValue”, “Publisher”, and “Network”.
Thus, new online marketing variables are introduced in affiliate marketing: Expected prospect,
Expected buyer, Click-through-rate (CTR) %, and Conversion-rate %.
Commission ClickValue %
Commission ClickValue represents the percentage of expenses that will be given to ClickValue. The
variable is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The variable is required
in order to calculate the “Avg. Cost per order”, “Commission ClickValue”, “Total expenses”, “Profit”,
and “Return on investment”.
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Commission publisher & network %
Commission publisher & network represents the percentage of expenses that will be given to publisher
and network. Note that commission for the publisher differs in price (See below) compared to
commission for the network! ClickValue applies a different price to publisher (3% of the revenue of
the merchant multiplied by 0.7) and to the network (3% of the revenue of the merchant multiplied by
0.3). As can be seen from previous calculation, the publisher gets higher amount of money than the
network. The variable is a number which can be manually entered in a marketing report cell. The
variable is required in order to calculate the “Avg. Cost per order”, “Commission publisher” (see
below), “Commission network” (see below), “Total expenses”, “Profit”, and “Return on investment”.
Next, the author explains the calculations for the variables: avg. cost per order, total expense, profit,
and return on investment.
The variable avg. cost per order is defined as (total expenses ÷ expected buyer). The variable “total
expenses” is defined as (commission ClickValue + commission publisher + commission network). The
variable profit is defined as (revenue – total expenses – total investment). The variable return on
investment is defined as ((revenue – total expenses) ÷ total expenses * 100).
Commission ClickValue €
Commission ClickValue represent the amount of money that will be paid by an enterprise to
ClickValue. Commission ClickValue is defined as (Commission ClickValue % * Revenue). The
variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Commission publisher €
Commission publisher represent the total amount of money that will be paid by an enterprise to
publisher. Commission publisher is defined as (Commission publisher & network % * Revenue) * 0.7.
The variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Commission network €
Commission network represent the total amount of money that will be paid by an enterprise to
network. Commission network is defined as (Commission publisher & network % * Revenue) * 0.3.
The variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.

3.2.5 Multi-channel marketing
Multi-channel marketing deals with all the online marketing variables (combined from the previous
marketing channels and methods), (See Appendix 3: Fig. 21). In multi-channel marketing different
parties are involved. The channel deals with “ClickValue”, “Publisher”, “Network”, “Google”,
“Merchant”, “Buyer”, “Prospect”, and “Email marketing software”. Thus, new online marketing
variables are introduced. Note that each channel/method deals with its own website variables. As can
be seen from Fig. 21 the website variables for SEA, SEO, Email, Affiliate correspond to the website
variable in section 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4, respectively.
Total ClickValue expenses
Total ClickValue expenses represent the sum of ClickValue expenses, which are: (1) ClickValue
expenses; and (2) Commission ClickValue. Total ClickValue expenses represent the total price to be
paid by an enterprise for ClickValue expenses. Total expenses are defined as (ClickValue expenses +
Commission ClickValue). The variable is a number which will be automatically calculated in a
marketing report cell.
Total expenses
Total expenses represent the sum of all expenses, which are: (1) Total ClickValue expenses; (2)
AdWords expenses; (3) Email marketing software; (4) Commission publisher; and (5) Commission
network. Total expenses represent the total price to be paid by an enterprise for marketing expenses.
Total expenses are defined as (Total ClickValue expenses + Commission publisher + Email marketing
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software + AdWords expenses + Commission network). The variable is a number which will be
automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Avg. Order value
The meaning of the Avg. order value has been previously explained in section 3.2.1. In multi-channel
marketing it is important to note that each channel or method has its own product. Each product has its
own order value.
Avg. Cost per order
Avg. Cost per order23 represents the average amount of money spent on marketing expenses in order to
end with a sale. Avg. Cost per order is defined as total expenses ÷ (expected buyerSEA + expected
buyerSEO + expected buyerEMAIL + expected buyerAFFILIATE). For total expenses, please see
below. For expected conversions, please see above. The variable is a number which will be
automatically calculated in a marketing report cell.
Total revenue (excl. 19% BTW)
The meaning of the marketing variable Revenue (excl. 19% BTW) has been previously explained in
section 3.2.1. In short, revenue represents the amount of money exclusive BTW (VAT in English) that
an enterprise receives in exchange for its goods and services. In multi-channel marketing it is
important to note that each channel or method has its own revenue. The variable "Total revenue" in
multi-channel marketing is defined as (Revenue through SEA + Revenue through SEO + Revenue
through Email + Revenue through Affiliate).
In conclusion, in this chapter online marketing reports are introduced. One is now able to manually
construct calculations. Next, the author will discuss the e3value-based models for online marketing
channels/methods, and assign economic sustainability to each of them. Moreover, net value flow
sheets will automatically be generated.

23

https://support.google.com/affiliatenetwork/publisher/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=156417 Last Accessed,
16 May 2012
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4.

E3value channels, assigning economic value, and generated net
value flow sheets

4.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses various important aspects of this research. The first aspect is the e3value-based
models for online marketing channels/methods. At this stage all relevant online marketing
channels/methods are modeled in e3value. This chapter first describes each channel/method, giving an
explanation from a business point of view. Second the author describes which e3value-based actors
create/exchange things of economic value with other actors. After having these explained the author
then explains the next aspect which is, stating the economic value of each value object for every actor.
This can be done by assigning economic value to each object in terms of monetary units. Net value
flow per actor then can easily be calculated.

4.2

SEA marketing method

4.2.1 Model
The author already explained what search engine advertising is, which parties are involved, and how
the funding structure works. Fig. 5 illustrates the associated e3value-based model.
From a business point of view, a prospect is an online user who is only interested in product
information. A buyer is also an online user who is interested in buying a product. A merchant starts
earning money when a buyer buys a product. An advantage of prospects is that they produce valuable
data, that is, more traffic and thus more online visitors. A merchant has a sales activity that controls
the financial aspects from and to other actors. Google AdWords receives a fee every time a prospect
clicks on an advertisement.
ClickValue has several customer groups (Merchants), merchants who have the need to be advertised
on Google AdWords and to be found in the sponsored search results (See Fig. 2). Each merchant can
fulfill their needs by being advertised on Google AdWords. In exchange for that, ClickValue receives
a fee for their services.
One of the properties of SEA marketing in the context of this research is only making use Google
search engine. A second property of SEA is that a prospect has two scenario-paths: the first scenariopath is that a prospect can search for Merchant's website using Google. This prospect do not necessary
have to be converted to a buyer. Besides, the scenario-path for the prospect will end at the sales
activity of the Merchant actor. This is denoted by the OR-fork (
) in the sales activity of the
Merchant actor.
The second scenario-path is that a prospect can be converted to a buyer only if he buys a product from
the Merchant. Besides, the scenario-path for the prospect will end at the ClickValue actor because the
prospect is converted to a buyer. This is denoted by the AND-fork (
) in the sales activity of the
Merchant actor. Finally, all scenario-paths use Google as search engine.
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Figure 5 – E3value graphical model for “SEA marketing method”

4.2.2 Assigning economic value to SEA
Revisiting Fig. 5, the e3value model consists of many actors that exchange value with each other. The
next step is to assign economic value to the object exchanged. Also, various payments and calculations
are done. The implementation of those formulas will be discussed below.

Product delivery
One should start with the price to be paid for the product by the “Buyer”. Table 2.1 presents various
formulas. The first column of the table shows the formula name, the second column shows for which
e3value model concept this formula is defined, the third column gives explanation, and the fourth
column gives the formula body.
The valuation formula represents the calculation for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the
“Buyer” actor and the “Merchant” actor. One must know the available count of “Buyer” in numbers,
which is a property of the “Buyer” actor. One must also know the available average order value of a
product in Euros, which is a property of the “inMONEY” value port of the Merchant actor. The author
will use those properties to calculate the valuation formula for having a product delivery. In short, the
product delivery is based on count of a “Buyer”, average order value of an “inMoney”, and tax. The
calculations of the formulas in table 2.1 are based on the SEA online marketing report (See Fig. 8).
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Formula

Model
concept
Actor: Buyer

count

averageOrderValue

tax

Valuation of product
delivery

Value port:
inMoney (of
Merchant)
Value port:
inMoney (of
Merchant)
Value port:
inMoney (of
Merchant)

Explanation

Calculation

The size of expected
online visitors to buy a
product.
The average price of a
product.

150

The tax in The Netherland
is nineteen percent (19%).

1.19

The average price to be
paid for a product. The
valuation formula is
determined by Merchant.

averageOrderValue ÷ tax

10

Table 2.1 - Calculating the valuation formula for the product delivery

Service
The “ClickValue” actor charges “Merchant” per time frame (e.g. one month) twenty percent (20%) of
the average product price per sold product, exclusive tax. The author will use the averageOrderValue
and tax formulas (See Table 2.1) to calculate the valuation formula for having a service. In short, the
service is based on the Avg. order value, tax, and twenty percent commission. Table 2.2 presents the
valuation formula for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the “Merchant” actor and the
“ClickValue” actor. The calculations of the formulas in table 2.2 are based on the SEA online
marketing report (See Fig. 8).
Formula
Valuation of service

Model
concept
Value port:
inMoney (of
ClickValue)

Explanation

Calculation

The price to be paid for a
service per time frame
(e.g. one month). The
valuation formula is
determined by
ClickValue.

(20÷100) * (averageOrderValue ÷
tax)

Table 2.2 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service

Prospect
The “Google AdWords” actor charges “Merchant” per time frame the average CPC times the available
count of “Prospect” in numbers, which is a property of the “Prospect”. CPC is short for cost-per-click
which represents the Euro amount that the “Merchant” actor pays to the “Google AdWords” actor for
advertising using AdWords. The property averageCPC is a property of the “inMoney” value port of
the Google AdWords actor. Table 2.3 presents the calculation of the valuation formula for the
“MONEY” object, as transferred between the “Merchant” and the “Google AdWords”. The
calculations of the formulas in table 2.3 are based on the SEA online marketing report (See Figure 8).
Formula
Count

impressions

Model
concept
Actor:
Prospect

Actor:
Prospect

Explanation

Calculation

The size of expected
prospect to get
information about a
product.
The number of times
prospect have searched
for the Merchant’s

300

1000
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averageCPC

Valuation of online
visitor

Value port:
outMoney
(of
Merchant)
Value port:
inMoney (of
Google
AdWords)

website on the World
Wide Web.
The price to be paid to
Google AdWords.

The price to be paid for
online visitor. The
valuation formula is
determined by Google
AdWords.

0.50

averageCPC

Table 2.3 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service

Essential properties
Each model must have essential formulas and a property. These formulas and property correspond to
an online marketing report. One of the essential properties that the “Merchant” actor deals with is
investment. Investment is formula which is already presents in e3value. Investments are expenses for
various non-marketing purposes.
The first essential formula deals with the total price to be paid for the service by the “Merchant”. The
second essential formula deals with the price to be paid to “ClickValue” by the “Merchant” actor. The
third essential formula deals with the price to be paid to “Google AdWords” by the “Merchant” actor.
The fourth essential formula deals with the total expenses which are the sum of the first and second
essential formulas together. The fourth essential formula deals with the return on investment. These
formulas are properties of “Merchant”. Table 2.4 presents the calculation of the above-mentioned
formulas. These calculations are based on the SEA online marketing report (See Figure 8). The
investment formula is included in order to illustrate the investment done by the Merchant. This
investment does not deal with marketing expenses; rather it is an investment for other purposes such as
employee salary. Furthermore, table 2.4 represents three more formulas which are clickThroughRate,
conversionRate, and averageCostPerOrder. These formulas are based on the SEA online marketing
report (See Figure 8). Please note that the formula Buyers is a reference to the formula occurrences
that is located in the “outMoney” port of the “Merchant” actor! Also, note that the formula Prospects
is a reference to the formula occurrences that is located in the “outMoney” port of the “Merchant”
actor! The calculations of the formulas in table 2.4 are based on the SEA online marketing report (See
Figure 8).
Formula
Buyers

Prospects

Investment

totalExpenses

Model
concept
Value port:
outMoney
(of
Merchant)
Value port:
outMoney
(of
Merchant)
Actor:
Merchant

Actor:
Merchant

Explanation

Calculation

The size of occurrences of
buyers need per time
frame (e.g. per month).

150

The size of occurrences of
prospects need per time
frame (e.g. per month).

300

The price to be paid by
the “Merchant” for
various non-marketing
expenses.
The total price of
expenses to be paid to
ClickValue and Google
AdWords.

150

(averageCPC * Prospects) +
((20÷100) * (averageOrderValue
÷ tax) * Buyers)
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revenue
roi

clickThroughRate
conversionRate
averageCostPerOrde
r

Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant

The total revenue of the
Merchant.
The ratio of money gained
or lost on expenses.

Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant

The percentage of clicks
on an advertisement.
The percentage of
conversions.
The maximum amount of
money spent on
marketing expenses in
order to end with a sale.

(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
Buyers
(((averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
Buyers) – totalExpenses) ÷
totalExpenses * 100)
(Prospects ÷ impressions) * 100
(Buyers ÷ Prospects) * 100
totalExpenses ÷ Buyers

Table 2.4 - Calculating essential formulas for “Merchant”

4.2.3 Net value flow sheets for SEA
Based on all the estimates (See Section 4.2), one can now generate net value flow sheets for the actors
involved. The sheets for the “Buyer”, “Prospect”, “Merchant”, “Google AdWords”, “ClickValue”, and
“Additional essential formulas” are shown. As can be seen from the tables, “Merchant”, “ClickValue”,
and “Google AdWords” have a positive net value flow. The “Buyer” actor has a negative net value
flow. Note that the investments have been included. Table 3.6 shows the marketing variables for
search engine advertising!

Table 3.1 - Net value flow sheet for the “Buyer”

Table 3.1 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Buyer” actor. Note that
the value 150, which is marked with a circle, represents one-hundred-and-fifty buyers. This number
represents the expected buyer within the context of search engine advertising. Moreover, the number
corresponds to the online marketing variable “Expected buyer” (See Section 3.2.1).

Table 3.2 - Net value flow sheet for the “Prospect”

Table 3.2 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Prospect” actor. Note
that the value 300, which is marked with a circle, represents three-hundred prospects. This number
represents the expected visitors in search engine advertising. Moreover, the number corresponds to the
online marketing variable “Expected visitors” (See Section 3.2.1).
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Table 3.3 - Net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue”

Table 3.3 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue” actor.
Note that the value 252,1008403, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the
ClickValue actor. This number represents the expenses for ClickValue in search engine advertising.
Moreover, the number corresponds to the online marketing variable “ClickValue expenses” (See
Section 3.2.1).

Table 3.4 - Net value flow sheet for the “Google AdWords”

Table 3.4 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “AdWords” actor. Note
that the value 150, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Google AdWords actor.
This number represents the expenses for ClickValue in search engine advertising. Moreover, the
number corresponds to the online marketing variable “AdWords expenses” (See Section 3.2.1).

Table 3.5 - Net value flow sheet for the “Merchant”

Table 3.5 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Merchant” actor. Note
that the value 708,4033613, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Merchant actor.
This number represents the profit of Merchant within context of search engine advertising. Also note
that the value 150, which is marked with a circle, represents the investment of the Merchant actor.
Another two important values are: -252,1008403, and -150, which represent the ClickValue expenses
and Google SEA expenses. Moreover, the above-mentioned numbers corresponds to the online
marketing variables “ClickValue expenses”, “AdWords expenses”, “Profit”, and “Investment” (See
Section 3.2.1). Note that not all variables were available so far! The missing variables are:
totalExpenses, roi, and revenue. The solution is to assign the missing variables as new formulas in
e3value. Next, these additional missing variables will be illustrated.
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Table 3.6 – Additional essential formulas

Table 3.6 illustrates additional essential formulas all in one formula sheet which normally cannot be
found in standard automatically generated net value flow sheets. This formula sheet contains multiple
essential formulas. The first formula is the formula totalExpenses, which represents the total expenses
of the Merchant actor. In other words, the formula represents the total expenses for Merchant in search
engine advertising. The second formula is the formula roi, which represents the return on investment
of the Merchant actor. In other words, the formula represents the return on investment for Merchant in
search engine advertising. The third formula is the formula revenue, which represents the total revenue
of the Merchant actor. In other words, the formula represents the total revenue for Merchant in search
engine advertising. The fourth formula is the formula clickThroughRate, which represents the
percentage of clicks on an advertisement. The fifth formula is the formula conversionRate, which
represents the percentage of conversions. The sixth formula is the formula averageCostPerOrder,
which represents the average amount of money spent on marketing expenses in order to end with a
sale. All the above-mentioned formulas correspond with the online marketing variables: “Total
expenses”, “ROI”, “Revenue (excl. 19% BTW)”, “clickThroughRate”, “averageCostPerOrder”, and
“conversionRate” (See Section 3.2.1).
Next, the author will discuss the SEO marketing method.

4.3

SEO marketing method

4.3.1 Model
The author explained already what search engine optimization is and how this online marketing
method works, which parties are involved, and how the funding structure works. Figure 6 illustrates
the associated e3value model.
This model is almost the same as the SEA model (See Figure 5) except for a few things. The SEA
model illustrates a Merchant that wants to be advertised in Google AdWords in order to be found in
sponsored search results (See Figure 2). Hereby, the Merchant pays Google AdWords for using the
AdWords service. In this case a Merchant does not want to be advertised in Google AdWords; rather it
wants to be SEO ready. SEO ready means that the Merchants website must be optimized for search
engines. This is important in order for the website to be found in the “natural search results”, which
are listings on Google search engine result pages that appear because of their relevance to the search
term, as opposed to their being advertisements (See Figure 2).
One of the properties of SEO marketing in the context of this research is only making use Google
search engine. A second property of SEO is that a prospect has two scenario-paths: the first scenariopath is that a prospect can search for Merchant's website using Google. This prospect do not necessary
have to be converted to a buyer. Besides, the scenario-path for the prospect will end at the sales
activity of the Merchant actor. This is denoted by the OR-fork in the sales activity of the Merchant
actor. The second scenario-path is that a prospect can be converted to a buyer only if he buys a product
from the Merchant. Besides, the scenario-path for the prospect will also at the Merchant actor because
the prospect is converted to a buyer. This is denoted by the AND-fork in the sales activity of the
Merchant actor.
Finally, all scenario-paths use Google as search engine.
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Figure 6 – E3value graphical model for “SEO marketing method”

4.3.2 Assigning economic value to SEO
Revisiting figure 6, the e3value model consists of many actors that exchange value with each other.
The next step is to assign economic value to the object exchanged. Also, various payments and
calculations are done. The implementation of those formulas will be discussed below.

Product delivery
The product delivery for the SEO is the same as described for the SEA (See Section 4.1.2) but has a
different valuation price. The calculations of the associated formulas are based on the SEO online
marketing report (See Figure 9).

Service
The “ClickValue” actor charges “Merchant” once ten Euros (€ 100,-). The author will use this to
calculate the valuation formula for having a service. In short, the service is based on ten Euros that has
to be paid once to “ClickValue”. Table 4.2 presents the valuation formula for the “MONEY” object, as
transferred between the “Merchant” actor and the “ClickValue” actor. The calculations of the formulas
in table 4.1 are based on the SEO online marketing report (See Figure 9).
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Valuation of service Value port:
The price to be paid per
100
inMoney (of month once for a service.
ClickValue)
The valuation formula is
determined by
ClickValue.
Table 4.1 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service
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Essential properties
The essential properties for the SEO are the same as the essential properties for the SEA. Table 4.2
presents the calculation of the above-mentioned formulas. Furthermore, table 4.2 represents three more
formulas which are clickThroughRate, conversionRate, and averageCostPerOrder. These formulas are
based on the SEO online marketing report (See Figure 9). Note that the formula Buyers is a reference
to the formula occurrences that is located in the “inMoney” port of the “Merchant” actor! Also note
that the formula Prospects is a reference to the formula occurrences that is located in the “outMoney”
port of the “Merchant” actor. The calculations of the formulas in table 4.2 are based on the SEO online
marketing report (See Figure 9).
Formula
Buyers

Prospects

investment

Model
concept
Value port:
inMoney (of
Merchant)
Value port:
outMoney
(of
Merchant)
Actor:
Merchant

totalExpenses

Actor:
Merchant

revenue

Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant

roi

clickThroughRate
conversionRate
averageCostPerOrde
r

Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant

Explanation

Calculation

The size of occurrences of
buyers need per time
frame (e.g. per month).
The size of occurrences of
prospects need per time
frame (e.g. per month).
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The price to be paid per
time frame (e.g. per
month) by the “Merchant”
for various non-marketing
expenses.
The total price of
expenses to be paid to
ClickValue.
The total revenue of the
Merchant.
The ratio of money gained
or lost on expenses.

100

The percentage of clicks
on an advertisement.
The percentage of
conversions.
The maximum amount of
money spent on
marketing expenses in
order to end with a sale.

100

100

(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
Buyers
(((averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
Buyers) – totalExpenses) ÷
totalExpenses * 100)
(Prospects ÷ impressions) * 100
(Buyers ÷ Prospects) * 100
totalExpenses ÷ Buyers

Table 4.2 - Calculating essential formulas for “Merchant”

4.3.3 Net value flow sheets for SEO
Based on all the estimates (See Section 4.1.5), one can now generate net value flow sheets for the
actors involved. The sheets for the “Buyer”, “Prospect”, “Merchant”, “Google”, “ClickValue”, and
“Additional essential formulas” are shown. As can be seen, “Merchant”, and “ClickValue” have a
positive net value flow. The “Buyer” actor has a negative net value flow. Please note that the
investments have been included! Table 5.6 shows the marketing variables for search engine
advertising.
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Table 5.1 - Net value flow sheet for the “Buyer”

Table 5.1 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Buyer” actor. Note that
the value 50, which is marked with a circle, represents fifty buyers. This number represents the
expected conversions within the context of search engine optimization. Moreover, the number
corresponds to the online marketing variable “Expected buyer” (See Section 3.2.2).

Table 5.2 - Net value flow sheet for the “Prospect”

Table 5.2 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Prospect” actor. Note
that the value 100, which is marked with a circle, represents one-hundred prospects. This number
represents the expected visitors in search engine optimization. Moreover, the number corresponds to
the online marketing variable “Expected visitors” (See Section 3.2.2).

Table 5.3 - Net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue”

Table 5.3 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue” actor.
Note that the value 100, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the ClickValue actor.
This number represents the expenses for ClickValue in search engine advertising. Moreover, the
number corresponds to the online marketing variable “ClickValue expenses” (See Section 3.2.2).

Table 5.4 - Net value flow sheet for the “Google”
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Table 5.4 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Google” actor. Note
that Google did not make any profit or loss. That is, because the Merchant did not pay Google for its
services, rather the Merchant pays ClickValue for optimizing its website to be found in Google’s
natural search results.

Table 5.5 - Net value flow sheet for the “Merchant”

Table 5.5 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Merchant” actor. Note
that the value 220,168067, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Merchant actor.
This number represents the profit of Merchant within context of search engine optimization. Also note
that the value 100, which is marked with a circle, represents the investment of the Merchant actor.
Another important value is: -100, which represent the ClickValue expenses. Moreover, the abovementioned numbers corresponds to the online marketing variables “ClickValue expenses”, “Profit”,
and “Investment” (See Section 3.2.2).
Note that not all variables were available so far. The missing variables are: totalExpenses, roi, and
revenue. The solution is to assign the missing variables as new formulas in e 3value. Next, these
additional missing variables will be illustrated.

Table 5.6 – Additional essential formulas

Table 5.6 illustrates additional essential formulas all in one formula sheet which normally cannot be
found in standard automatically generated net value flow sheets. These formulas are the same formulas
which are described above (See Table 3.6). Note that these formulas corresponds to the online
marketing variables: “Total expenses”, “ROI”, “Revenue (excl. 19% BTW)”, “conversionRate”,
“clickThroughRate”, and “averageCostPerOrder” (See Section 3.2.2). Next, the author will discuss the
Email marketing channel.

4.4

Email marketing channel

4.4.1 Model
The author has explained already what and how email marketing works, which parties are involved,
and how the funding structure works. Figure 7 illustrates the associated e3value model.
From a business point of view, a prospect is an online user who is interested in product information. A
buyer is interested in buying a product. A merchant starts earning money when a buyer buys a product.
An advantage of prospects is that they produce valuable data, that is, more traffic and thus more online
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visitors. A merchant has a sales activity that controls the financial aspects from and to other actors.
ClickValue has several customer groups (Merchants), merchants who have the need to send per time
frame (e.g. per month) a newsletter to its prospects. In exchange for that, ClickValue receives a fee for
their services.
One of the properties of Email marketing is that a prospect has two scenario-paths: the first scenariopath is that a prospect can click on a link in a newsletter. This prospect do not necessary have to be
converted to a buyer. Besides, the scenario-path for the prospect will end at the sales activity of the
Merchant actor. This is denoted by the OR-fork in the sales activity of the Merchant actor. The second
scenario-path is that a prospect can be converted to a buyer only if he buys a product from the
Merchant. Besides, the scenario-path for the prospect will also at the Merchant actor because the
prospect is converted to a buyer. This is denoted by the AND-fork in the sales activity of the Merchant
actor.

Figure 7 – E3value graphical model for “Email marketing channel”

4.4.2 Assigning economic value to Email marketing
Revisiting figure 7, the e3value model consists of many actors that exchange value with each other.
The next step is to assign economic value to the object exchanged. Also, various payments and
calculations are done. The implementation of those formulas will be discussed below.

Product delivery
The product delivery for the email marketing is the same as described for the SEA (See Section 4.1.2).
The average order price per product is € 10,- Euros. The calculations of the associated formulas are
based on the Email marketing online marketing report (See Figure 10).

Service
The “ClickValue” actor charges “Merchant” once one hundred eighty five Euros (€ 195,-). The author
will use this to calculate the valuation formula for having a service. In short, the service is based on
one hundred eighty five Euros that has to be paid once to “ClickValue”. Table 6.1 presents the
valuation formula for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the “Merchant” actor and the
“ClickValue” actor. The calculations of the formulas in table 6.1 are based on the Email marketing
online marketing report (See Figure 10).
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Valuation of service Value port:
The price to be paid per
195
inMoney (of month once for a service.
ClickValue)
The valuation formula is
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determined by
ClickValue.
Table 6.1 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service

Sale
The “Email Marketing software” actor charges “ClickValue” once forty five Euros (€ 45,-). The
author will use this to calculate the valuation formula for having a sale. In short, the sale is based on
forty five Euros that has to be paid once to “Email Marketing software”. Table 6.2 presents the
valuation formula for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the “ClickValue” actor and the
“Email Marketing software” actor. The calculations of the formulas are based on the Email marketing
online marketing report (See Figure 10).
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Valuation of sale
Value port:
The price to be paid per
45
inMoney (of time frame (e.g. per
Email
month) once for a sale.
Marketing
The valuation formula is
software)
determined by Email
Marketing software.
Table 6.2 - Calculating the valuation formula for the sale

Essential properties
Table 6.3 presents the calculations of the essential properties for the Email marketing channel. Note
that the formula Buyers is a reference to the formula occurrences that is located in the “inMoney” port
of the “Merchant” actor! Also note that the formula Prospects is a reference to the formula occurrences
that is located in the “inClick on a link” port of the “Merchant” actor. The calculations of the formulas
are based on the Email marketing online marketing report (See Figure 10).
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Buyers
Value port:
The size of occurrences of 250
inMoney (of buyers need per time
Merchant)
frame (e.g. per month).
Prospects
Value port:
The size of occurrences of 500
inClick on a
prospects need per time
link (of
frame (e.g. per month).
Merchant)
investment
Actor:
The price to be paid by
250
Merchant
the “Merchant” for
various non-marketing
expenses.
totalExpenses
Actor:
The total price of
195
Merchant
expenses to be paid to
ClickValue and Google
SEA.
revenue
Actor:
The total revenue of the
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
Merchant
Merchant.
Buyers
roi
Actor:
The ratio of money gained (((averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
Merchant
or lost on expenses.
Buyers) – totalExpenses) ÷
totalExpenses * 100)
clickThroughRate
Actor:
The percentage of clicks
(Prospects ÷ impressions) * 100
Merchant
on an advertisement.
conversionRate
Actor:
The percentage of
(Buyers ÷ Prospects) * 100
Merchant
conversions.
averageCostPerOrde Actor:
The maximum amount of totalExpenses ÷ Buyers
r
Merchant
money spent on
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marketing expenses in
order to end with a sale.
Table 6.3 - Calculating essential formulas for “Merchant”

4.4.3 Net value flow sheets for Email marketing
Based on all the estimates (See Section 4.1.8), one can now generate net value flow sheets for the
actors involved. The sheets for the “Buyer”, “Prospect”, “Merchant”, “Email marketing software,
“ClickValue”, and “Additional essential formulas” are shown. As can be seen, “Merchant”, “Email
marketing software”, and “ClickValue” have a positive net value flow. The “Buyer” actor has a
negative net value flow. Please note that the investments have been included! Table 7.6 shows the
marketing variables for email marketing!

Table 7.1 - Net value flow sheet for the “Buyer”

Table 7.1 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Buyer” actor. Note that
the value 250, which is marked with a circle, represents two-hundred-fifty buyers. This number
represents the expected conversions within the context of email marketing. Moreover, the number
corresponds to the online marketing variable “Expected buyer” (See Section 3.2.3).

Table 7.2 - Net value flow sheet for the “Prospect”

Table 7.2 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Prospect” actor. Note
that the value 500, which is marked with a circle, represents five-hundred prospects. This number
represents the expected visitors in search engine optimization. Moreover, the number corresponds to
the online marketing variable “Expected visitors” (See Section 3.2.3).

Table 7.3 - Net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue”

Table 7.3 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue” actor.
Note that the value 150, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the ClickValue actor.
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Table 7.4 - Net value flow sheet for the “Email marketing software”

Table 7.4 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Email marketing
software” actor. Note that the value 45, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the
Email marketing software actor.

Table 7.5 - Net value flow sheet for the “Merchant”

Table 3.5 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Merchant” actor. Note
that the value 1655,840336, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Merchant actor.
This number represents the profit of Merchant within context of email marketing. Also note that the
value 250, which is marked with a circle, represents the investment of the Merchant actor. Another
important value is: -195, which represent the ClickValue expenses. Moreover, the above-mentioned
numbers corresponds to the online marketing variables “ClickValue expenses”, “Profit”, and
“Investment” (See Section 3.2.3).
Please note that not all variables were available so far. The missing variables are: totalExpenses, roi,
and revenue. The solution is to assign the missing variables as new formulas in e3value. Next, these
additional missing variables will be illustrated.

Table 7.6 – Additional essential formulas

Table 7.6 illustrates additional essential formulas all in one formula sheet which normally cannot be
found in standard automatically generated net value flow sheets. These formulas are the same formulas
which are described above (See Table 3.6). Note that these formulas corresponds to the online
marketing variables: “Total expenses”, “ROI”, “conversionRate”, “clickThroughRate”, “Revenue
(excl. 19% BTW)”, “averageCostPerOrder” (See Section 3.2.3). Next, the author will discuss the
Affiliate marketing channel.
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4.5

Affiliate marketing channel

4.5.1 Model
The author has explained already what and how affiliate marketing works, which parties are involved,
and how the funding structure works. Figure 8 illustrates the associated e3value model.
From a business point of view, a prospect is an online user who is interested in product information. A
buyer is interested in buying a product. A merchant starts earning money when a buyer buys a product.
An advantage of prospects is that they produce valuable data, that is, more traffic and thus more online
visitors. ClickValue has one customer group (Merchant), a merchant who has the need to sell per time
frame (e.g. per month) products to buyers, and give commission per sold product to the ClickValue
and Network, which the network in his turn gives commission to the publisher.
One of the properties of affiliate marketing in the context of this research is that when a buyer buys a
product from the Merchant actor, ClickValue gets paid by the Merchant actor. This scenario-path is
denoted by the AND fork in the Merchant actor.

Figure 8 – E3value graphical model for “Affiliate marketing channel”

4.5.2 Assigning economic value to Affiliate marketing
Revisiting figure 8, the e3value-based model consists of many actors that exchange value with each
other. The next step is to assign economic value to the object exchanged. Also, various payments and
calculations are done. The implementation of those formulas will be discussed below.
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Product
The product for the affiliate marketing is the same as described for the SEA (See Section 4.1.2). The
average order price per product is € 10,- Euros. The calculations of the associated formulas are based
on the Affiliate marketing online marketing report (See Figure 11).

View
The “ClickValue” actor charges “Merchant” six percent of the revenue of the Merchant. The author
will use this to calculate the valuation formula for having a view. Table 8.1 presents the valuation
formula for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the “Merchant” actor and the “ClickValue”
actor. Please note that the formulas “averageOrderValue” and “tax” are the same formulas which
occur in table 2.1!
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Valuation of view
Value port:
The price to be paid per
((6 ÷ 100) * averageOrderValue ÷
inMoney (of time frame (e.g. per
tax
ClickValue)
month) once for a view.
The valuation formula is
determined by
ClickValue.
Table 8.1 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service

Sale Network
The “Network” actor charges “Merchant” 30 percent out of the 3 percent of the revenue. The author
will use this to calculate the valuation formula for having a sale (Network). Table 8.2 presents the
valuation formula for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the “Merchant” actor and the
“Network” actor.
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Valuation of sale
Value port:
The price to be paid per
(((3 ÷ 100) * (averageOrderValue
Network
inMoney (of time frame (e.g. per
÷ tax)) * (30 ÷ 100)) + (((3 ÷ 100)
Network)
month) once for a sale.
* (averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
The valuation formula is
(70 ÷ 100))
determined by Network.
Please note that this price
is also the price to be paid
by the merchant to the
Publisher!
Table 8.2 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service

Sale Publisher
The “Publisher” actor charges “Network” 70 percent out of the 3 percent of the revenue. The author
will use this to calculate the valuation formula for having a sale (Publisher). Table 8.3 presents the
valuation formula for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the “Publisher” actor and the
“Network” actor.
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Valuation of sale
Value port:
The price to be paid once ((3 ÷ 100) * averageOrderValue ÷
Publisher
inMoney (of for a sale. The valuation
tax)) * (70 ÷ 100)
Publisher)
formula is determined by
Publisher.
Table 8.3 - Calculating the valuation formula for the service
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Essential properties
Table 8.4 presents the calculations of the essential properties for the Affiliate marketing channel. Note
that the formula Buyers is a reference to the formula occurrences that is located in the “outMoney”
port of the “Merchant” actor! Also note that the formula Prospects is a reference to the formula
occurrences that is located in the “inPotential product” port of the “Merchant” actor. The calculations
are based on the Affiliate marketing online marketing report (See Figure 11).
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
Buyers
Value port:
The size of occurrences of 150
outMoney
buyers need per time
(of
frame (e.g. per month).
Merchant)
Prospects
Value port:
The size of occurrences of 300
inPotential
prospects need per time
product (of
frame (e.g. per month).
Merchant)
investment
Actor:
The price to be paid by
460
Merchant
the “Merchant” for
various non-marketing
expenses.
totalExpenses
Actor:
The total price of
(((6 ÷ 100) * averageOrderValue
Merchant
expenses to be paid to
÷ tax) * Buyers)
ClickValue and Google
+ (((3 ÷ 100) *
SEA.
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax)) * (30
÷ 100)) + (((3 ÷ 100) *
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax)) * (70
÷ 100))
revenue
Actor:
The total revenue of the
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
Merchant
Merchant.
Buyers
roi
Actor:
The ratio of money gained (((averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
Merchant
or lost on expenses.
Buyers) – totalExpenses) ÷
totalExpenses * 100)
conversionRate
Actor:
The percentage of
(Buyers ÷ Prospects) * 100
Merchant
conversions.
averageCostPerOrde Actor:
The maximum amount of totalExpenses ÷ Buyers
r
Merchant
money spent on
marketing expenses in
order to end with a sale.
Table 8.4 - Calculating essential formulas for “Merchant”

4.5.3 Net value flow sheets for Affiliate marketing
Based on all the estimates (See Section 4.1.8), one can now generate net value flow sheets for the
actors involved. The sheets for the “Buyer”, “Prospect”, “Merchant”, “ClickValue”, “Network”,
“Publisher”, and “Additional essential formulas” are shown. As can be seen, “Merchant”,
“ClickValue”, “Network”, and “Publisher” have a positive net value flow. The “Buyer” actor has a
negative net value flow. Please note that the investments have been included! Table 9.7 shows the
marketing variables for affiliate marketing.
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Table 9.1 - Net value flow sheet for the “Buyer”

Table 9.1 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Buyer” actor. Note that
the value 150, which is marked with a circle, represents one-hundred-fifty buyers. This number
represents the expected conversions within the context of affiliate marketing. Moreover, the number
corresponds to the online marketing variable “Expected buyer” (See Section 3.2.4).

Table 9.2 - Net value flow sheet for the “Prospect”

Table 9.2 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Prospect” actor. Note
that the value 300, which is marked with a circle, represents three-hundred prospects. This number
represents the expected visitors within the context of affiliate marketing. Moreover, the number
corresponds to the online marketing variable “Expected visitors” (See Section 3.2.4).

Table 9.3 - Net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue”

Table 9.3 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue” actor.
Note that the value 75,6302521, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the ClickValue
actor.

Table 9.4 - Net value flow sheet for the “Network”

Table 9.4 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Network” actor. Note
that the value 11,344537825, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Network actor.
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Table 9.5 - Net value flow sheet for the “Publisher”

Table 9.5 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Publisher” actor. Note
that the value 26,47058824, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Publisher actor.

Table 9.6 - Net value flow sheet for the “Merchant”

Table 9.6 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Merchant” actor. Note
that the value 687,0588235, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Merchant actor.
This number represents the profit of Merchant within context of affiliate marketing. Also note that the
value 460, which is marked with a circle, represents the investment of the Merchant actor. Another
two important values are: -75,6302521, and -37,81512605, which represent the ClickValue expenses
and Network expenses. Moreover, the above-mentioned numbers corresponds to the online marketing
variables “Commission ClickValue”, “Commission Network & Publisher”, “Profit”, and “Investment”
(See Section 3.2.4).
Please note that not all variables were available so far. Those missing variables are: totalExpenses, roi,
and revenue. The solution is to assign the missing variables as new formulas in e3value. Next, these
additional missing variables will be illustrated.

Table 9.7 – Additional essential formulas

Table 9.7 illustrates additional essential formulas all in one formula sheet which normally cannot be
found in standard automatically generated net value flow sheets. These formulas are the same formulas
which are described above (See Table 3.6). Note that these formulas corresponds to the online
marketing variables: “Total expenses”, “ROI”, “Revenue (excl. 19% BTW)”, “averageCostPerOrder”,
and “conversionRate” (See Section 3.2.4). Next, the author will discuss a model which is a
combination of SEA, SEO, email marketing, and affiliate marketing in one model.
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4.6

Multi-channel marketing (MCM)

4.6.1 Model
The author explained already what are the following online marketing channels and methods: SEA,
SEO, Email, and Affiliate marketing. The involved parties and how the funding structure works of
each channel and method are also explained. Please note that the combination of the above-mentioned
channels and methods are called multi-channel marketing. Figure 9 illustrates the e3value model for
multi-channel marketing which exists of multiple scenario-paths.
The first scenario-path deals with the online marketing method search engine advertising (See Section
4.1.1). The second scenario-path deals with the online marketing method search engine optimization
(See Section 4.1.4). The third scenario-path deals with the online marketing channel email marketing
(See Section 4.1.7). The fourth scenario-path deals with the online marketing channel affiliate
marketing (See Section 4.1.10). All the above-mentioned scenario-paths are already explained in the
previous sections. The multi-channel online marketing from a business perspective is represented in
Fig. 9 and represents various buyers and prospects that must participate in the multi-channel
marketing. Furthermore, the scenario-path for the search engine advertising, search engine
optimization, email marketing, and affiliate marketing is illustrates by #1, #2, #3, and #4, respectively.
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Figure 9 – E3value graphical model for “Multi-channel marketing”

4.6.2 Assigning economic value to Multi-channel marketing
Revisiting figure 9, the e3value model consists of many actors that exchange value with each other.
The next step is to assign economic value to the object exchanged. Also, various payments and
calculations are done. The implementation of those formulas will be discussed below.

Product delivery
One should start with the price to be paid for the product by the “Buyer (SEA)”, “Buyer (SEO)”,
“Buyer (EMAIL)”, and “Buyer (AFFILIATE)”. Table 2.1 presents various formulas. The first column
of the table shows the formula name, the second column shows for which e3value model concept this
formula is defined, the third column gives explanation, and the fourth column gives the formula body.
The valuation formula represents the calculation for the “MONEY” object, as transferred between the
“Buyer (SEA)”, “Buyer (SEO)”, “Buyer (EMAIL)”, and “Buyer (AFFILIATE)” actors and the
“Merchant” actor. One must know the available count of “Buyer (SEA)”, “Buyer (SEO)”, “Buyer
(EMAIL)”, and “Buyer (AFFILIATE)” in numbers, which is a property of the actors. One must also
know the available average order value of a product in Euros, which is a property of the “inMONEY”
value port of the Merchant actor for the various buyers. The author will use those properties to
calculate the valuation formula for having a product delivery. In short, the product delivery is based on
count of a “Buyer (SEA)”, “Buyer (SEO)”, “Buyer (EMAIL)”, and “Buyer (AFFILIATE)”, average
order value of an “inMoney”, and tax. The calculations of the formulas in table 10.1 are based on the
Multi-channel online marketing report (See Figure 9).
Formula
Model concept
Explanation
Calculation
count
Actor: Buyer (SEA), The size of expected
50
Buyer (SEO), Buyer
online visitors to buy a
(EMAIL), and Buyer product.
(AFFILIATE)
averageOrderValue
Value port: inMoney The average price of a
10
(of Merchant)
product for the SEA
channel.
averageOrderValue
Value port: inMoney The average price of a
6
(of Merchant)
product for the SEO
channel.
averageOrderValue
Value port: inMoney The average price of a
7
(of Merchant)
product for the EMAIL
channel.
averageOrderValue
Value port: inMoney The average price of a
8
(of Merchant)
product for the
AFFILIATE channel.
tax
Value port: inMoney The tax in The Netherland 1.19
(of Merchant)
is nineteen percent (19%).
This is default for all
channels.
Valuation of product Value port: inMoney The average price to be
averageOrderValue ÷ tax
delivery
(of Merchant)
paid for a product. The
valuation formula is
determined by Merchant
for the SEO, SEA,
EMAIL, and AFFILIATE
channel.
Table 10.1 - Calculating the valuation formula for the product delivery

Service
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The service for the multi-channel marketing is the same as described for the SEO (See Section 4.1.5)
and Email marketing (See Section 4.1.8) but has a different valuation price. The calculations of the
associated formulas are based on the multi-channel online marketing report (See Figure 21).

Sale
The sale for the multi-channel marketing is the same as described for the Email marketing (See
Section 4.1.8) and Affiliate marketing (See Section 4.1.11) but has a different valuation price. The
calculations of the associated formulas are based on the multi-channel online marketing report (See
Figure 21).

Prospect
The prospect for the multi-channel marketing is the same as described for the SEA (See Section 4.1.2)
but has a different valuation price. The calculations of the associated formulas are based on the multichannel online marketing report (See Figure 21).

View
The view for the multi-channel marketing is the same as described for the Affiliate marketing (See
Section 4.1.11) but has a different valuation price. The calculations of the associated formulas are
based on the multi-channel online marketing report (See Figure 21).

Essential properties
Table 10.2 presents the calculations of the essential properties for the multi-channel marketing. Note
that the formula Buyers is a reference (from various buyers) to the formula occurrences that is located
in the “inMoney” port of the “Merchant” actor! Also note that the formula Prospects is a reference to
the formula occurrences that is located in the “outMoney” port of the Merchant actor! The formulas
Buyers (SEO, SEA, EMAIL, and AFFILIATE) and Prospects are needed in order to calculate the
formulas totalExpenses, revenue (SEA, SEO, EMAIL, and AFFILIATE), conversion (SEA, SEO,
EMAIL, and AFFILIATE). The calculations of the formulas in table 10.2 are based on the Multichannel marketing online marketing report (See Figure 21).
Formula
Model
Explanation
Calculation
concept
BuyersSEA,
Value port: The size of occurrences of 50
BuyersAFFILIATE,
inMoney
buyer need per time frame
BuyersEMAIL, and
(of
(e.g. per month).
BuyersSEO
Merchant)
Prospect
Value port: The size of occurrences of 100
outMoney
prospect need per time
(of
frame (e.g. per month).
Merchant)
investment
Actor:
The price to be paid by
300
Merchant
the “Merchant” for
various non-marketing
expenses.
totalExpenses
Actor:
The total price of
((150 + 45 + 100 ) + ((20 ÷ 100)
Merchant
expenses to be paid to
* averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
ClickValue, Email
BuyersSEA)) + (averageCPC *
software, Commission
Prospects) + ((3 ÷ 100) *
publisher, Commission
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
network, and Google
BuyersAFFILIATE) * (30 ÷
SEA. Note that the
100)) + ((3 ÷ 100) *
number (150 + 45) is
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
ClickValue expenses for
BuyersAFFILIATE) * (70 ÷
Email marketing channel, 100)) + ((6 ÷ 100) *
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revenueSEA
revenueSEO
revenueEMAIL
revenueAFFILIATE

conversionRateSEA
conversionRateSEO
conversionRateEMAI
L
conversionRateAFFIL
IATE
averageCostPerOrder

Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant
Actor:
Merchant

totalRevenue

Actor:
Merchant

roi

Actor:
Merchant

and the number 100 is for
the SEO channel.
The revenue of the
Merchant for SEA.
The revenue of the
Merchant for SEO.
The revenue of the
Merchant for EMAIL.
The revenue of the
Merchant for
AFFILIATE.
The percentage of
conversions in SEA.
The percentage of
conversions in SEO.
The percentage of
conversions in Email.
The percentage of
conversions in Affiliate.
The maximum amount of
money spent on
marketing expenses in
order to end with a sale.
The total revenue of the
Merchant for multichannel.
The ratio of money gained
or lost on expenses.

(averageOrderValue ÷ tax *
BuyersAFFILIATE))
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
BuyerSEA
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
BuyerSEO
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
BuyerEMAIL
(averageOrderValue ÷ tax) *
BuyerAFFILIATE
(BuyersSEA ÷ Prospects) * 100
(BuyersSEO ÷ Prospects) * 100
(BuyersEMAIL ÷ Prospects) *
100
(BuyersAFFILIATE ÷ Prospects)
* 100
totalExpenses ÷ (BuyersSEA +
BuyerSEO + BuyerEMAIL +
BuyerAFFILIATE)
revenueSEA + revenueSEO +
revenueEMAIL +
revenueAFFILIATE
(((totalRevenue) - totalExpenses)
÷ totalExpenses * 100)

Table 10.2 - Calculating essential formulas for “Merchant”

4.6.3 Net value flow sheets for multi-channel marketing
Based on all the estimates (See Section 4.1.14), one can now generate net value flow sheets for the
actors involved. The sheets for the “BuyerSEA”, “BuyerSEO”, “BuyerEMAIL”, “BuyerAFFILIATE”.
“Prospect”, “Merchant”, “ClickValue”, “Network”, “Publisher”, “Email marketing software”,
“Goolge”, and “Additional essential formulas” are shown. As can be seen, “Merchant”, “ClickValue”,
“Network”, “Email marketing software”, “Google”, and “Publisher” have a positive net value flow.
The “BuyerSEA”, “BuyerSEO”, “BuyerEMAIL”, “BuyerAFFILIATE” actors have a negative net
value flow. Please note that the investments have been included! Table 11.9 shows the marketing
variables for multi-channel marketing.

Table 11.1 - Net value flow sheet for the “BuyerSEA”
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Table 11.2 - Net value flow sheet for the “BuyerSEO”

Table 11.3 - Net value flow sheet for the “BuyerEMAIL”

Table 11.4 - Net value flow sheet for the “BuyerAFFILIATE”

Table 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the
“BuyerSEA”, “BuyerSEO”, “BuyerEMAIL”, and “BuyerAFFILIATE” actor, respectively. Note that
the value 50, represents fifty buyers. This number represents the expected buyers within the context of
multi-channel marketing. Moreover, the number corresponds to the online marketing variable
“Expected buyer” (See Section 3.2.5). Please note that the total for each of the above-mentioned actor
is different!

Table 11.5 - Net value flow sheet for the “Prospect”

Table 11.5 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Prospect” actor. Note
that the value 400, which is marked with a circle, represents four-hundred prospects. This number
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represents the expected visitors within the context of multi-channel marketing. Note that each channel
has only 0.25 of 400. For instance, the channel SEA has 100 prospects, the channel SEO has 100
prospects, the channel Email has 100 prospects, and the channel Affiliate has 100 prospects.
Moreover, the number corresponds to the online marketing variable “Expectedprospect” (See Section
3.2.5).

Table 11.6 - Net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue”

Table 11.6 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “ClickValue” actor.
Note that the value 354,2016807, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the
ClickValue actor. Also note that the value -45, which is marked which a circle, represents the
ClickValue expenses to the Email marketing software. Finally, the values 195, 100, 84,03361345, and
20,16806723, which are marked which a circle, represents the income of ClickValue. Moreover, the
number corresponds to the online marketing variable “Total ClickValue expenses” (See Section3.2.5).

Table 11.7 - Net value flow sheet for the “Network”

Table 11.7 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Network” actor. Note
that the value 3,025210084, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Network actor.
Also note that the value 10,08403361, which is marked with a circle, represents the income of the
Network. Finally, the value -7,058823529, which is marked with a circle, represents the Network
expenses.

Table 11.8 - Net value flow sheet for the “Publisher”
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Table 11.8 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Publisher” actor. Note
that the value 7,058823529, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Publisher actor.

Table 11.9 - Net value flow sheet for the “Merchant”

Table 11.9 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Merchant” actor. Note
that the value 543,2352941, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Merchant actor.
This number represents the profit of Merchant within context of multi-channel marketing. Also note
that the value 300, which is marked with a circle, represents the investment of the Merchant actor.
Another important values are: -100, -20, -16806723, -195, -20,16806723, and -84,03361345 represent
ClickValue expenses. Also note that the values -50 represent Google AdWords expenses. Moreover,
the value -10,08403361 represents Network and Publisher expenses. Moreover, the above-mentioned
numbers corresponds to the online marketing variables “Commission ClickValue”, “Commission
Network & Publisher”, “AdWords Expenses”, “ClickValue Expenses”, “Profit”, and “Investment”
(See Section 3.2.5).
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Table 11.10 - Net value flow sheet for the “Email marketing software”

Table 11.10 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Email marketing
software” actor. Note that the value 45, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the
Email marketing software actor.

Table 11.11 - Net value flow sheet for the “Google”

Table 11.11 illustrates the (automatically generated) net value flow sheet for the “Google” actor. Note
that the value 50, which is marked with a circle, represents the profit of the Google actor. Note that not
all online marketing variables were available so far. The missing variables are: totalExpenses, roi,
revenueSEA, revenueSEO, revenueEMAIL, revenueAFFILIATE, averageCostPerOrder,
conversionRateSEA, conversionRateSEO, conversionRateEMAIL, conversionRateAFFILIATE and
totalRevenue. The solution is to assign the missing variables as new formulas in e3value. Next, the
author will illustrate those additional missing variables.

Table 11.12 – Additional essential formulas

Table 11.12 illustrates additional essential formulas all in one formula sheet which normally cannot be
found in standard automatically generated net value flow sheets. Note that these formulas corresponds
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to the online marketing variables: “Total expenses”, “Revenue through SEA”, “Revenue through
SEO”, “Revenue through Email”, “Revenue through Affiliate”, “conversionRateSEA”,
“conversionRateSEO”, “conversionRateEMAIL”, “conversionRateAFFILIATE,
“averageCostPerOrder”, “Total revenue (excl. 19% BTW)”, and “ROI” (See Section 3.2.5).

4.7

Conclusion

This conclusion applies to all individual online marketing e3value-based models. This chapter has
presented several important aspects for this research. First, the chapter has provided e3value-based
models for the following online marketing channels and methods: SEA, SEO, Email marketing,
Affiliate marketing, Multi-channel marketing. In addition, the chapter included a detailed explanation
(from a business point of view) of the model which includes the parties involved and the financial
aspects. Last, the chapter has provided automatically generated net value flow sheets for each of the
above-mentioned model. Also, detailed explanations of the formulas are given as well.
The next chapter discusses, and explains the outcome of the financial statement of an enterprise based
on online marketing variables and the Media Budget model. This is done per online marketing
channel/method. Furthermore, a graphical representation, based on the Media Budget model is
introduced for visualizing the online marketing variables profit, state of a company, Avg. CPO, and
goal CPO for multi-channel marketing based on four scenarios (e.g. a time frame of four months). The
above-mentioned online marketing variables are needed to assess whether an enterprise corresponds to
the insufficient or inefficient part of the Media Budget model.
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5.

The Media Budget model

5.1

Introduction

At this stage the author has created and manually constructed online marketing reports (See Chapter
3). This means that manually calculations can now be made for various online marketing
channels/methods in order to assess and decide whether an enterprise is insufficient or inefficient.
Moreover, e3value models are created for various online marketing channels/methods, and net value
flow sheets are automatically generated. Finally, the (essential) online marketing variables in net value
flow sheets are highlighted which by default could not be automatically generated in e3value. Next,
manually constructed calculations are made based on four online marketing reports for multi-channel
marketing. These reports are illustrates in Fig. 26 which is available in the Appendix 4. Besides, four
online marketing reports are chosen, to incorporate the calculations with a time frame of four months.
A time frame of four months is chosen, to assess which month has achieved the best profit. To reason
about the Media Budget model and illustrate the profitability of a company, values of certain variables
are needed which are available within the above-mentioned online marketing reports. These variables
are: Profit, Goal CPO, and Avg. CPO.

5.2

Summary of the Media Budget model

This section is a recap of the relevant aspects of the Media Budget model (See Section 2.5).



Insufficient, Inefficient, and Max profit
Figure 10 illustrates the Media Budget model. A legend is provided to explain the parts of
the model. What it comes down to is that the insufficient part means that the profit of the
company is increasing along with the marketing budget (x-axis) variable Avg. CPO. The
inefficient part means that the company has reached its maximum profit, and its maximum
Avg. CPO. The max profit part means that the company has researched its maximum
profitability, and its maximum Avg. CPO.



Goal CPO
This variable represents the maximum amount of money that a company is willing to invest
in online marketing. This maximum amount of money is determined by the customer of the
facilitator, in other words, it is determined by the merchant. Please note that the Goal CPO
value is given!



Avg. CPO
The Avg. CPO variable represents the actual average amount of money that a company
spends on marketing expenses in order to end with a sale. The Avg. CPO is defined as (total
expenses ÷ expected buyer).

In an online marketing report, manually
constructed calculations can be done. The
variables Goal CPO, Avg. CPO, and
Profit are relevant variables for this
section. If it turns out that the Avg. CPO
is greater than the Goal CPO, the
company will lose profit. Otherwise it
will gain profit.
The max profit in the Media Budget
model (See Fig. 10) represents the
maximum profit of a company, in other
words, it represents the Goal CPO.
Please note that the Goal CPO value is
given to the facilitator by its customer!
One now knows more about the variable
Goal CPO, and why it is important for
our research.

Figure 10 – The Media Budget model
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5.3

The Media Budget model for Multi-channel marketing

In Section 3.2.5 manually constructed online marketing report for multi-channel marketing is created.
Furthermore, in Section 4.1.15 net value flow sheets for multi-channel marketing are automatically
generated. Next, manually constructed calculations are made based on four online marketing reports
for multi-channel marketing. These reports are illustrates in Fig. 26 which is available in the Appendix
4. Also, automatically generated calculations are made based on four e3value-based models for multichannel marketing. Please note that the same e3value-based model for multi-channel marketing is used
but with different values! Besides, four online marketing reports and net value flow sheets are chosen,
to incorporate the calculations with a time frame of four months. A time frame of four months is
chosen, to assess which month has achieved the best result. Note that achieving the best result will
be explained below! Some online marketing variables are important to reason about the Media
Budget model. The most variables from both online marketing reports and e3value are: Avg. CPO,
Goal CPO, and Profit. After having these variables at hand, reasoning the Media Budget model can
then take place. This is done in Fig. 11
Figure 11 illustrates the Media Budget model for four months: January, February, March, and April,
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 11 (January), there is a positive profit. Besides the Avg. CPO
value is less than the Goal CPO value. This means that the company has invested in marketing and
gained profit. Therefore the company’s state is located at the insufficient part of the Media Budget
model. The month February illustrates a positive profit. Besides, the Avg. CPO value is less than the
Goal CPO value. This means that the company has invested € 1,89 euro more in marketing (in contrast
to the previous month) and gained more profit. Therefore the company’s state is located at the
insufficient part of the Media Budget model. The month March illustrates a positive profit. Besides the
Avg. CPO value is less than the Goal CPO value. This means that the company has invested € 0,15
euro-cents more in marketing (in contrast to the previous month) and gained more profit. Therefore the
company’s state is located at the insufficient part of the Media Budget model. The month April
illustrates a positive profit. Besides, the Avg. CPO value is greater than the Goal CPO value. This
means that the company has over-invested € 1,09 euro more in marketing (in contrast to the previous
month) and loss profit. Therefore the company’s state is located at the inefficient part of the Media
Budget model.

Month: January, Year: 2012

Month: February, Year: 2012

Month: March, Year: 2012

Month: April, Year: 2012

Figure 11 – The Media Budget model for “Multi-channel marketing channel”.
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6.

Guidelines of how to create a new online marketing
channel/method value model in e3value

The author previously (Chap. 2 to Chap. 5) described, and explained how two online marketing
channels (Email, Affiliate) and two online marketing methods (SEA, SEO) can be modeled in e3value.
The author has thought about every aspect in order to clarify the ideas behind such a channel/method.
These aspects for instance, deal with concepts and descriptions that are the result of the interviews
held with the experts of the ClickValue. Furthermore, relevant aspects which are related to an online
marketing channel or method are of great importance to model a channel/method in e3value.
Moreover, the previous chapters have provided extensive explanations about many aspects for the
above-mentioned online marketing channels/methods. This chapter discusses those aspects for
creating a new online marketing channel model in e3value on the basis of guidelines. These guidelines
should possibly help future researches for modeling a new online marketing channel in e3value. In this
chapter thus, the author outlines a set of guidelines that aid the creation of a new online marketing
channel value models in e3value. Each guideline is presented as a description, with the name of the
guideline, the motivation for the guideline and a concrete example outlining how the guideline can be
applied.
Guideline 1: "Collaborated Parties" should be identified.
Motivation: In order to a new channel in e3value, one must gain knowledge about the channel under
study. Revisiting Fig. 1, a textual description of channel must be identified, written, and discussed in
an informal way. This means that, one should identify all corresponding parties which are working in
collaboration with each other. These parties can then be used to create concepts in e 3value (Fig. 1,
conceptual modeling).
Example: From a business point of view, one must try to identify all parties who will take part in the
collaboration with the online marketing channel under study. In most cases there are parties involved
such as Merchants, Prospects, and Buyers when dealing with buying and selling things of economic
value within a value web environment. A Merchant is a company who is willing to set up an online
marketing channel to promote its goods and sell even more goods than before (when the online
marketing channel was not applied before). Prospects are online users who are interested in product
information. An advantage of prospects is that they produce valuable data, that is, more traffic and
thus more online visitors. Buyers are interested in buying products. The Merchant starts earning
money when a buyer buys a product. Furthermore, knowledge about implementing a new online
marketing channels in a company is required when setting up one. An online marketing company has
this knowledge. Thus, this online marketing company (also called the facilitator) is also considered to
be a party. One should state the occurrences of each party involved in the environment of e3value
because calculations then can be made in manually constructed online marketing reports and
automatically generated net value flow sheets. Basically one has to consult scientific literatures and
take interviews with online marketing companies to gain information about the parties involved.
Guideline 2: "Financial aspect" should be identified.
Motivation: After all corresponding parties are described, one then should identify the financial aspect.
This means that, one should identify how the financial aspect works for each party.
Example: Once all collaborated parties are identified and highlighted, as discussed in the example of
guideline #1, one then should identify the financial aspects of each individual party. For instance, the
Merchant has fixed expenses and variable expenses. Fixed expenses deal with investments, and
variable expenses deal with the marketing expenses. See chapter 3 for more information about fixed
and variable expenses. Besides, the Merchant sells products to Buyers. At this stage one should
identify the price of a product (this is called the Average Order Value). Once the price is identified and
set, the profit of the Merchant then can be calculated. Let us assume that the price of a product is €
10,- euros, this means that, when five Buyers buy a product from the Merchant, the profit of the
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Merchant will then be € 50,- euros. Furthermore, the Merchant has some more expenses such as
facilitator expenses. The Merchant has to give the facilitator an amount of money for setting up the
online marketing channel. This amount of money could be in some cases a certain percentage of the
Merchant's revenue. Moreover, some of the above-mentioned financial aspects such as the marketing
expenses, average order value, profit, and revenue are called online marketing variables.
Guideline 3: "Online marketing variables" should be identified.
Motivation: After highlighting the parties and financial aspects, one can then identify relevant online
marketing variables for the channel under study. These variables deal with the website variable, fixed
expenses, variable expenses, campaign variables, revenue, profit, and ROI (See Fig. 17).
Example: Once all financial aspects are identified and highlighted, as discussed in the example of
guideline #2, one then should identify all relevant online marketing variables. Online marketing
variables are related to the profit calculation of an enterprise. Identifying online marketing variables is
necessary to be able to perform calculations. One can already identify almost all online marketing
variables at the stage of Guideline 2. Other online marketing variables which could be considered are
the Average Cost per Order and Goal Cost per Order (See Section 5.2), and ROI. The following
guideline will be discussing about modeling the online marketing channel under study in e3value.
Guideline 4: "The online marketing channel under study" should be modeled conceptually in e3value.
Motivation: After identifying the online marketing variables, one can then model the channel in
e3value. Revisiting Fig. 1, a conceptual model in a semi-formal way must be created. Conceptual
model represents concepts (entities) and relationship between ideas in a problem domain. A problem
domain is the application that needs to be examined to solve a problem. Modeling a channel is based
on thinking of a way for a solution of a particular problem. One should understand the e3value
concepts such as actor, value interface, value offering, value port, value transfer, value transaction,
and various dependency elements. One also should know the mechanism of the e3value ontology in
terms of designing value webs using the above-mentioned concepts. Once the guidelines 1, 2, 3, and 4
are identified and understood, a business model of the online marketing channel then can be created in
e3value. The latter is illustrated in the third element of Fig. 1.
Example: At this stage, one must make considerations about modeling the online marketing channel in
e3value. Let us assume that one has identified the customer needs, value objects, all collaborated
parties and their financial aspects of the online marketing channel under study. Consider figure 5.
Figure 5 illustrates that there are one or more Prospect, Buyer, and Merchant. In other words, many
actors of the same kind exist. Besides, there is only one Facilitator. Therefore, the parties Prospect,
Buyer, and Merchant must be modeled as a market segment, and the Facilitator must be modeled as an
actor in e3value. Moreover, value objects must be known. Also note that actors can transfer "Value
Objects" with each other. For instance, a Merchant offers "product delivery" to Buyer, the Buyer in
return offers "money" to the Merchant. This means that the customer need of Buyer is satisfied by the
value object "product delivery", and the customer need of Merchant is satisfied by the value object
"money".
Guideline 5: "Value objects" in value webs can be produced/consume by different and alternative
actors (Gordijn 2002).
Motivation: Actors can transfer “Value objects” with each other. Customer needs are satisfied by value
objects. Any value object can be interpreted as a physical good, or an intangible outcome of a service
(Gordijn 2002).
Example: Consider figure 5. The Merchant actor is able to produce and sell products. This means that
the actor should be able to make a profit. The outgoing value objects of the Merchant is called
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“product delivery”, and the incoming value objects of the Merchant actor is called “[MONEY]”. This
means that the Merchant actor received money if a product is sold to the Buyer actor.
Guideline 6: "Actors" should be named by giving their company or role name (Gordijn 2002).
Motivation: While building a value hierarchy, model developers have already company names in
mind. On the other hand, the process of designing a value web reveals actors that were not foreseen
initially. For such actors, real enterprises have to be found.
Example: Consider figure 5. In the process of modeling, the ClickValue actor is called the Facilitator.
To put the value web into operation, the Facilitator is then called ClickValue.
Guideline 7: “An online marketing channel/method” should consists of a Prospect and a Buyer market
segment.
Motivation: Every online marketing channel/method should deal both with a Buyer and a Prospect. In
the modeling phase within e3value, one should express the conversion from being a Prospect to
converting to a Buyer by adding two separate market segments and an AND-fork dependency. The
latter will be discussed in the next guideline.
Example: Consider figure 5. The Prospect market segment illustrates a Prospect for SEA and the same
holds for the Buyer market segment. This means that, a Prospect is then able to request product
information. Also, the Prospect is able to buy the product and become a Buyer.
Guideline 8: A Prospect can be converted to a Buyer or only act as a Prospect.
Motivation: In a value web, one or more actors should be found having a need which originates from a
consumer need which is stated in a value hierarchy. This is then modeled by drawing the need into the
interior of that actor. Specific attention should be paid to AND-dependencies and OR-dependencies.
The following example discusses about the AND-dependency and OR-dependency which can be used
in order a Prospect to be converted to a Buyer. This also means that, a Prospect path may end at the
Merchant using a boundary element.
Example: Consider figure 5. The figure represents two paths: The AND-fork represents that in order to
satisfy ClickValue's need, a product delivery is needed. In other words, the scenario-path for the Buyer
actor will end at the ClickValue actor because the prospect is converted to a buyer. This is denoted by
the AND-dependency in the sales activity of the Merchant actor. The OR-fork represents that in order
to satisfy the Merchants need, online visitors are needed OR those conversions of those online visitors
to buyers are needed.
Guideline 9: “An e3value-based multi-channel marketing model” should consist of one Prospect
market segment.
Motivation: In a value web where a multi-channel online marketing is conceptually modeled, one
should only model one Prospect market segment. This market segment can then be represented as
multiple Prospects by adding an OR-dependency which connects the customer need to the multiple
channels/methods. In other words, a Prospect can be split up for multiple channels/methods in the
value web environment. Modeling the Prospect as proposed has multiple advantages. One advantage is
that e3value provides an OR-dependency which can be implemented in a Prospect market segment.
This way one can connect one Prospect market segment to multiple channels/methods. This means
that, every channel/method has its own Prospect market segment. Another advantage is that this
compact way of modeling a Prospect with an OR-dependency is an easy to follow a Prospect market
segment in a multi-channel online marketing e3value-based model.
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Example: Consider figure 9. The figure represents multi-channel online marketing e3value-based
model. This model consists of four channels/methods which are: SEA, SEO, Affiliate marketing, and
Email marketing. The model consists of one Prospect market segment. Furthermore, the scenario-path
for the search engine advertising, search engine optimization, email marketing, and affiliate marketing
is illustrates by #1, #2, #3, and #4, respectively. This also means that, each above-mentioned scenariopath corresponds with its own Prospect market segment.
Guideline 10: "Economic value to value objects" should be assigned (Gordijn 2002).
Motivation: At this stage one can construct net value flow sheets. Only if one knows how many
objects are transferred and the economic value of those objects, one can then construct a net value
flow sheet. Two types of value objects exists in value webs, which are: money and non-money objects.
Money objects deal with monetary objects and non-money objects deals with objects such as goods or
services. For both kind of objects a valuation formulas (See Section 2.4.2) can be used to express the
way how actors assign economic value to these objects.
Example: Consider figure 5. The ingoing value object "money" of the Merchant actor is a money
object. This means that, the Buyer pays money to the Merchant for buying a product. The outgoing
value object "product delivery" of the Merchant actor is non-money object. This means that, the
Merchant only delivers a product to the Buyer actor. The valuation formula of the ingoing money port
of the Merchant contains the price per product (averageOrderValue = 10) that has to be paid to the
Merchant divided by the tax (tax = 1.19). Once all valuation formulas have been assigned, net value
flow sheets can then be automatically generated.
Guideline 11: "Additional essential formulas" should be assigned.
Motivation: When dealing with online marketing channels in a value web environment, additional
formulas must be assigned to value objects. These essential additional formulas cannot be found in the
standard automatically generated net value flow sheets. The formulas deals with various aspects of
online marketing channel/method within a value web environment. Moreover, the formulas are
important for automatically generating net value flow sheets for online marketing channels-methods.
The following example illustrates on the basis of a table which essential formulas are added in
e3value-based online marketing channels/methods.
Example: Consider figure 5. The essential formulas (See Table 9.7) for the value web model contain
multiple essential formulas. These formulas and corresponding descriptions are illustrates in table 12.
Formulas
totalExpenses
ROI
clickThroughRate
conversionRate
averageCostPerOrder
revenueSEO
revenueSEA
revenueEMAIL
revenueAFFILIATE
totalRevenue

Explanation
The total price of expenses to be paid to
marketing.
The ratio of money gained or lost on expenses.
The percentage of clicks on an advertisement.
The percentage of conversions.
The maximum amount of money spent on
marketing expenses in order to end with a sale.
The revenue of the Merchant in SEO.
The revenue of the Merchant in SEA.
The revenue of the Merchant in EMAIL.
The revenue of the Merchant in AFFILIATE.
The total revenue of SEO, SEA, EMAIL, and
AFFILIATE.
Table 12 – Formulas and corresponding explanations
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Conclusion
In this chapter the author has presented a set of guidelines that support modeling a new online
marketing channel in e3value. There are several benefits using the guidelines. Firstly, the guidelines
can aid the modeler to grasp how to use the e3value concepts, which will speed up the modeling task
as well as create consistent value models. Secondly, the guidelines help a modeler to think about all
aspects of modeling an online marketing channel in e3value such as identifying the parties and
financial aspects, essential formulas, and marketing variables.
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7.

Lessons learned

This chapter discusses the lessons learned of this research. The first section of this chapter discusses
the lessons concerning e3value. Moreover, the section discusses the author’s view about the e3value
tool. The second section discusses the lessons concerning e3value-based models of this research.
Moreover, the section discusses the author’s view about various subjects such as: Multi-channel
marketing (MCM), formulas, prospects and buyers, and the friction between e3value and the reality.

7.1

Lessons concerning e3value

This section discusses the lessons concerning the e3value tool. The author will express his view about
the tool by giving ideas which could help future researches to design and develop value webs for new
eBusiness ideas using the e3value tool. Also, the author discusses which sub-tools of e3value has been
a great help to accelerate the entire development/debug process of designing value webs for online
marketing channels/methods.
A version of e3value with custom templates
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the e3value methodology is applied in online
marketing channels. The author has noticed (through an entire modeling process) that designing and
developing a working e3value-based model for online marketing is time-consuming. Therefore, it
would possibly consume less time to model a new online marketing channel/method in a value web
environment and set up corresponding formulas. These could be done by adding a new “custom
templates” feature in e3value. A developer can then choose from various custom templates for various
domains such as: Online Marketing, Traveling, Music, Internet Radio Station, News Provisioning, and
others.
ValueObjects Collection Editor
ValueObjects Collection Editor is a small yet powerful tool which is included in e3value. The tool
deals with value objects and value transactions. Moreover, in an e3value environment, value ports have
a value objects. Besides, value exchanges are part of a value transaction. The tool provides a way for
creating value objects and value transactions. These value objects and value transactions can then be
related to value ports and value exchanges.

Figure 12 –ValueObjects Collection Editor.

Fig. 12 illustrates the ValueObjects Collection Editor. The figure highlights various elements. The first
element is highlighting value ports/value transfer. This indicates that they belong to the value
object/value transfer selected in the collection editor. Furthermore, the user is able to enable/disable
the membership of any value port/value exchange just by clicking on them. This will be reflected by
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highlighting in the workspace and by the displayed number of members in the collection window.
Moreover, figure 21 shows that value object money is checked. This indicates that the value port from
which the editor was opened transmits money. Initially this is also the value object selected in the
collection editor as indicated by the highlight. Please note that, in the workspace, all the value ports
transmitting money are highlighted. From the highlighted line in the figure, one can see that thirteen
value objects transmit money.
Search E3Object
Another powerful tool in e3value is called Search E3Object. The tool is handy for searching an object
within a value model. Using this tool, one can easily navigate to an object. An object can be any object
in an e3value environment such as: actor, value activity, value interface, value port, end-stimulus,
AND-fork, etc.

Figure 13 –Search E3Object.

Fig. 13 illustrates the Search E3Object tool. The tool consists of four elements which are: E3Type,
Search results, E3UID, and E3Name. E3Type is a list element which contains all common objects in
an e3value environment. One is able to select an object such as market segment and see the
corresponding results in the Search results area. The result consists of the market segment id and the
market segment name. One is also able to a market segment by id or name. In this case, one can use
the E3UID or E3Name element.

7.2

Lessons concerning e3value-based models of this research

This section discusses the lessons concerning the e3value-based models of this research. The author
will express his view about various subjects. Furthermore, the author discusses essential e3value online
marketing formulas, prospects and buyers, and the friction between e3value and reality.
Prospects are half of Buyers
In this research, all four e3value-based online marketing channels/methods models deal with the
Prospect and Buyer actor. Both Buyer and Prospect have a property which is accessible by selecting a
market segment and right-mouse-click on the segment. In the property screen one can then specify the
number of the market segment in the e3value environment. In other words, one can specify that there
are 500 Prospects and 250 Buyers. The number of the Buyer actor is half the size of the Prospect actor.
The latter is chosen by the author. As illustrates in Fig. 7, the e3value-based model for Email
marketing consists of five-hundred Prospects, which means that the count of this Prospect actor is 500.
The model also states that half of those Prospects will become Buyers. This means that, the count for
the Buyer actor is 250. Where it comes down to is that e3value does not have a formula that represents
that the Buyer actor is the half of the Prospect actor. In order to solve the above-mentioned limitation
in e3value, the author has chosen to create the following two market segments within an online
marketing value web environment: Prospect, and Buyer. The Prospect actor will have a count of 500,
and the Buyer actor will then have a count of 250. This way the author has solved the limitation of
e3value.
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Essential e3value online marketing formulas
In this research the author has introduced many new essential formulas for e3value-based online
marketing channels/methods models. These formulas cannot be found in standard automatically
generated net value flow sheets. These formulas are: totalRevenue; convertionRate; clickThroughRate;
revenue; roi; averageCostPerOrder; averageOrderValue; and totalExpenses. These formulas represent
the following for the Merchant actor:
 A total marketing expenses;
 A return on investment;
 A total revenue;
 A percentage of clicks on an advert;
 A percentage of conversions;
 An average amount of money spent on marketing expenses in order to end with a sale.
Furthermore, the above-mentioned formulas are needed to fulfil the completeness of automatically
generating net value flow sheets for online marketing channels/methods. Since those essential
formulas are not present in the current version of the e3value tool, the author thus hopes that in the
near future a new version of e3value tool will possibly be released which allow developers to choose a
custom domain specific template (See Section 7.1) to develop an online marketing value web which
includes all essential formulas for online marketing.
Friction between e3value and reality
An important issue of this research is the friction between e3value and the reality. The number of
organizations, prospects, buyers, and the valuations formulas (MONEY) could be different in reality.
This is not the case for this research. For this research the author has used data which are an estimation
of the reality to simulate the reality. These data are almost an estimation of the reality but not the
reality itself. Besides, the amount of money which is given to for instance a facilitator would be
different in reality. The amount of money is adjustable.
Prospects can have different value than Buyers
In reality it is possible to have a conversion of 1230 Buyers out of 3000 Prospects. The current
e3value-based online marketing channels and methods models cannot deal with the above-mentioned
numbers when a conversion takes place. The latter is due to the AND-dependency and ORdependency. For instance, the SEO scenario of Fig. 9 begins by the Prospect actor, which has a value
of 100 counts. Once this Prospect arrives at the OR-fork, the number then splits up. This means that
50 counts goes to the boundary element and 50 counts goes to the other way up. Once the line arrives
at the AND-fork, the Prospect then must have a value of 50 counts. The Buyer (SEO) actor on the
other hand, must have 50 counts once the actor arrives at the AND-fork. This is important otherwise
the e3value tool will give an AND merge error. This means that the value of counts coming from the
Prospect actor is not the same as the value of counts coming from the Buyer (SEO) actor. Note that the
AND-merge error is not an error that exists in the e3value tool but rather a limitation on how the author
did model those online marketing channels and methods!
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8.

Conclusions and Future research

This thesis work has been conducted as a cooperative effort between ClickValue and Vrije Universiteit
van Amsterdam. This chapter covers the main conclusions from this thesis project work, and suggests
some thoughts on what may constitute possible continuations and improvements of the work.

8.1

Conclusions

One of the most important conclusions is that the author has managed to model online marketing
channels and methods in e3value and generate net value flow sheets for each model.
Online marketing channels provide a focused approach for products and services to reach the correct
target market (with the aid of advertising), in order to increase the profitability of the selling
organization. Online marketing uses an electronic medium in order to generate the sales leads.
Next, all research questions of this research will be discussed.
What are the relevant online marketing variables for each channel? Also, how are the
calculations done for each marketing channel?
The first research question has been answered: as shown in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.5, multiple online
marketing reports (computational models) have been created where each report is capable to perform
manually constructed calculations based on multiple online marketing variables. These variables
concern the website and campaign variables, fixed and variables expenses, profit and revenue, and
return on investment. Regarding the “relevant online marketing variables” issues “Google Analytics”
is an excellent and free tool that is used widely. The tool generates detailed statistics about the visitors
to a website. The above-mentioned online variables are in line with variables within Google Analytics.
What is the e3value ontology and what are the characteristics of the e3value ontology?
The second research question has been answered: as shown in Sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.5, three different
ontologies are compared for their characteristics and whether they meet the requirements for this
research that are specified in Section 2.3.1. It turned out that only the e3value ontology meets all the
requirements which are: (1) designing value webs, focusing on a network of enterprises, semiformality, and story-teller.
To what extent can e3value be used in order to “simulate” and automatically compute online
marketing variables from marketing reports?
The third research question has been answered: as shown in Chapter 4, the online marketing channels
and methods are individually modeled as e3value-based models. Besides, economic value is assigned
to each model and net value flow sheets are generated for the channels and methods. A conclusion can
be made that e3value is certainly suitable to model online marketing channels/methods, simulate online
marketing variables from marketing reports, and automatically generate net value flow sheets. Besides,
the author has noticed that employees of ClickValue with non-technical background find hard to
understand the e3value-based Multi-channel marketing model and its environment. This is due to the
complexity of the model and lack of technical background. Explanation, patience and understanding
are required to fully understand the e3value-based MCM model.
To what extent can all e3value-based models of online marketing channels and methods (Affiliate
marketing, Email marketing, SEO, and SEA) be bundled into one conveniently working e 3value
model, and which e3value-based actors and online marketing variables may be left out of the
model, in order to achieve the best results for automatically generating net value flow sheets?
The fourth research question has been answered: as shown in Sections 4.1.13 to 4.1.15, a multichannel marketing e3value-based model is created. The model consists of a combination of various
models (SEA, SEO, Email, and Affiliate).
To this end, the author was able to create manually constructed online marketing reports for SEA, SE,
Email, Affiliate, and Multi-channel marketing. Moreover, the author was able to create e3value-based
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models and automatically generate net value flow sheets for the above-mentioned channels and
methods. Besides, all online marketing from manually constructed online marketing reports with
automatically generated net value flow sheets are matched. The current e3value-based models cannot
deal with numbers that are not the same when two actors meet at an AND-fork. Please note that the
AND-merge error is not an error that exists in the e3value tool but rather a limitation on how the author
did model those online marketing channels and methods!
Furthermore, four online marketing reports and net value flow sheets are created, to incorporate the
calculations with a time frame of four months. A time frame of four months is chosen, to assess which
month has achieved the best result. Moreover, the Media Budget model for Multi-channel marketing is
analyzed and assessed based on the above-mentioned time frame. Fig. 14 illustrates the results of the
assessment. A conclusion can be made about the Media Budget model that:
 April 2012 is inefficient because the Avg. CPO is higher than the Goal CPO.
 March 2012 is insufficient and thus the best case because the Avg. CPO is at its best case and
less than the Goal CPO.

Figure 14 –Assessment of the profitability.

How to create a new online marketing channel in e3 value and automatically generating net value
flow sheets for that channel?
The fifth research question has been answered: as shown in Chapter 6, the measures that one have to
take are guidelines that needs to be followed about the online marketing under study such as:
identifying the channel under study, what does it offer/request to/from companies and its customers,
which parties are involved, and how does the financial aspects work for the online marketing channel
under study.
Furthermore, a very important guideline that states that a Buyer is initially a Prospect who is interested
in product information and buying a product. Besides, the number of the Buyer actor is half the size of
the Prospect actor in an e3value value web environment. Moreover, an e3value/based MCM marketing
model should consists of one Prospect market segment because only then we can make use the ORdependency advantage that connects one Prospect market segment to multiple channels/methods.
Besides, this way of modeling is a compact way and easy to follow by the customers of ClickValue.
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To what extent can e3value contribute to analyzing the Media Budget model and to what extent
can the profit of a channel, represented by manually constructed online marketing reports, be
matched with the profit of a channel represented by e3value net value flow sheets which are
automatically generated?
The main research question has been answered: as shown in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, the author was able
to successfully create manually constructed online marketing reports, and automatically generate net
value flow sheets for the following online marketing channels and methods: SEA, SEO, Email,
Affiliate, and Multi-channel marketing. The author was able to successfully match all online
marketing variable, which is manually constructed from online marketing reports (See Figures 17, 18,
19, 20), with the online marketing variables, which is automatically generated in net value flow sheets
(See Tables 3.5, 5.5, 9.6, 11.9). This means that, the variables from online marketing variables
matches exactly with the variable from net value flow sheets.
The author's contribution to this research is that he mapped out all relevant aspects which are listed
between the informal and semi- formal world. In this research the author has focused on multi-channel
online marketing that, as a topic, has received intensive attention over the last several years.

8.2

Future research

Unfortunately the time is always limited for a thesis project. A future research may focus on creating
"Monte Carlo"24 scenarios based on online marketing reports which automatically calculates the Goal
cost per order and automatically chooses the best Average cost per order for multiple scenarios (e.g.
for 36 months). Another work could possibly be carried out in e3value. The limitation (See Chapter 7)
can in the future research be corrected and improved by giving the researches the possibility to work
with non-limited values for e3value-based models.
Moreover, the Media Budget model is a static picture which is not able to visualize data based on data
population. Therefore, a new Media Budget model chart can be developed using for instance the
Google Visualization API25 tool to be able to populate data easily and illustrate the results on the
Media Budget model chart. Furthermore, the Media Budget model chart is based on the interpreted
programming language JavaScript (Flanagan 2006). There are several advantages when creating a
Media Budget model chart. The first advantage is that the visualization helps better understanding the
marketing data. The second advantage is that visualization helps to see complex patterns and
relationships in marketing data.

24
25

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monte_Carlo_algorithm Last Accessed on 26 June 2012
https://developers.google.com/chart/ Last Accessed, 06 June 2012
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Appendix 1 How Search Engines Work
As we now know, search engine optimization helps website-owners to build constant growing traffic
to websites and also helps to gain credibility and trust from online users or visitors. In order to
understand how search engine optimization works, we first have to understand how search engines
work. Search engine optimization contains various processes (See Fig. 15) which will be explained on
the basis of an explanation below.
Explanation: Content is the most important aspect when dealing with search engine
optimization, because content is the source of attracting online users to any website. Search
engines perform several processes in order to deliver search results. Figure 6 illustrates the
process diagram of a search engine.
The first process is called: (1) Crawling. Search Engines uses the method crawling to retrieve
relevant content information of a website. A Crawler is computer software that browses the
World Wide Web and index site information for search engine databases.26 Using a Crawler,
search engines can then search the World Wide Web, looking at particular text to get an idea
what a site is about. There are about 20 billion Web pages on the World Wide Web. This piece
of software follows hyperlinks from one Web page to another and indexes every Web page to
provide fast searches. Note that a crawler cannot visit those 20 billion Web pages each day in
order to find out if a Web page has been modified! Sometimes crawlers may not end up
visiting a Web page for a month or two.
The second process is called: (2) Indexing. This process involves indexing the content of all
crawled Web pages. Once indexed, they will be stored in a giant rational database, from
where it can later be retrieved. In the process of Indexing, words and expressions are
identified which best describe the Web page and assigning the page to particular keyword.
Sometimes the meaning of a Web page might not be interpreted correctly by search engines,
optimizing this Web page ensure of a correct classification. This will then result in a higher
ranking. A search engine processes every search request. Every search request is compared
with the Web pages that are indexed in the relational database. Since obviously, more than
one Web page (practically millions of pages) contains the given search string, the search
engine calculates the relevancy of each of the pages in its index with the search string.
The third process is thus: (3) Calculating Web page relevancy. In order to automatically
calculate the page relevance, algorithms are used. Diverse search engines use diverse
algorithms. Each of these algorithms has different relative weights for common factors such as
keywords density, links, or metatags. This is the reason why every search engine results in a
different search results for a search expression. For example, Google Search Engine uses the
“PageRank algorithm”27, which assigns a numerical weighting to each element of a hyperlink
set of documents, such as the World Wide Web. The purpose of this is, measuring its relative
importance within the set.
The fourth and last process of a search engine is called: (4) Retrieving. This process displays
basically the results in the browser.

26
27

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_crawler Last Accessed on 23 April 2012
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank Last Accessed on 20 June 2012
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Figure 15 – Search engine process diagram, Source: http://www.searchtools.com/slides/bestsearch/bls-03.html
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Appendix 2 How Affiliate Marketing work
Affiliate Marketing is meant for affiliate marketers to promote other companies’ products via referral.
Once a product has been sold, the promoter or affiliate marketer gets paid a commission for their
marketing efforts. In order to understand how Affiliate Marketing internally works, an explanation
will be given on the basis of a process diagram (See Figure 16).
Explanation: An affiliate marketer, which can be any individual, visits an affiliate network
to find a merchant and a product to promote. Examples of such an affiliate network are
“Bol.com”28, “Amazon.com”29, and “PayDotCom”30. An affiliate network is a market place
which brings affiliates and merchant together. The affiliate network also control all tracking
and payment processes. An affiliate must identify a product from the market place which is
profitable to promote. In this stage, the affiliate sets up a campaign and sends targeted traffic
to the merchant’s sales offer. This targeted traffic will be the merchant’s potential prospect.
Thereafter, when a sale or lead is successfully transacted, the merchant then pays the affiliate
marketer the commission.

Figure 16 – Affiliate marketing process diagram, Source: http://www.gidenlim.com/make-money-online/how-affiliatemarketing-works/

28

http://www.bol.com/nl/index.htmlLast Accessed on 19 March 2012
http://www.amazon.com/ Last Accessed on 19 March 2012
30
http://paydotcom.com/ Last Accessed on 19 March 2012
29
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Appendix 3 Online marketing for SEA, SEO, Email, Affiliate, and
MCM

Figure 17 – Online marketing report for search engine
advertising

Figure 19 – Online marketing report for email marketing

Figure 18 – Online marketing report for search engine optimization

Figure 20 – Online marketing report for affiliate marketing
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Figure 21 – Online marketing report for the "multi-channel marketing"
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Appendix 4 Online marketing reports for SEA, SEO, Email, Affiliate,
and MCM based on four scenarios

Figure 22 – Online marketing report (time frame of four months) for the “search engine advertising method”.
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Figure 23 – Online marketing report (time frame of four months) for the “search engine advertising method”.
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Figure 24 – Online marketing report (time frame of four months) for the “email marketing channel”.
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Figure 25 – Online marketing report (time frame of four months) for the “affiliate marketing channel”.
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Figure 26 – Online marketing report (time frame of four months) for the “Multi-channel marketing”.
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